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1923 – 1981 COD FISH
After the meandering waters of the river Danube
were regulated to enable port and railway station
construction, living conditions for fish were
substantially degraded. Demand from the rapidly
growing metropolis was met by imports from the
North Sea, processed in a specialized warehouse
and distributed to local fish markets.
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EDITORIAL

The growing mobility is one of the main
characters of our global present. It involves
people, commodities, capitals, signs, languages.
Mobility is something tangible that is directly
drawing new territories. Territories are indeed
more and more flexible and malleable according
to the needs of the flows, as much as they
are re-designed by new and heterogeneous
practices of crossing and boarding.
Similarly, new passages and new global corridors are criss-crossing the historical national
borders putting into question the political spaces
of National States; also the continuous building
of new warehouses or logistics infrastructures,
and the constant research of law-price and
exploitable workforces are redrawing, enlarging
and fragmenting the historical urban perimeters.
The unquestionable centrality of movements,
flows, migrations, just in time and to the
point logics, speed, flexibility, etc., is too often
assumed as a “matter of fact”, and this limits in
critically deepening the social relationships that
produce it, the specific forms of power that “create” mobility, the historical background leading
to the actual scenario.
Starting from such a dissatisfaction towards
the emerging interpretative paradigms of the
“mobility-turn”, this special issue proposes the
intersection between logistics and territory as an
analytical perspective which produces a productive angle for an overall re-conceptualization
of our understandings of the global present.
Therefore, starting from the “logistical territories”
perspective, published papers represent a series
of gazes aiming to shape a debate, elaborate
original coordinates, describe methodologies,
empirical and theoretical cues.
On one hand, logistics is an emerging critical
theme, which is expanding far beyond the
logistics sector itself (the companies, workers,
and infrastructures for the movement of commodities). It is becoming a more general lens to

observe and understand contemporary capitalism. Actually, the global supply chains and the
global infrastructures, the logistics of migration,
and logistics as a vector re-organizing the whole
economic mode of production, are making
logistics an indispensable analytical tool.
On the other hand, we pointed out that also the
territorial transformations are another crucial
key vector to comprehend the shifting scenario
of our present: tumultuous urbanscapes and the
de-bordering of the territoriality of the State,
the emerging planetary dimension and the
continuous proliferation of new spatial shapes,
are profoundly informing the state of globalization processes.
Therefore, our attempt has been, to put it simply,
to merge logistics and territory as a way to open
up a partly unexplored research field. This is a
research strategy to somehow “ground” mobility
and exploring its concrete, tangible and material
fashion, as a complex assemblage of bodies and
technologies, infrastructures and power relations, economic and political dynamics.
Exploring logistical territories is therefore
proposed as a way for an overall re-orientation
of the analytical and theoretical perspectives.
Logistics is drawing new territories, territories
are framed by logistics. It is precisely at this
intersection that the logistical territory is a
more and more flexible matter, malleable
according to the needs of the flows, as much
as it is re-designed by new and heterogeneous
practices of crossing and bordering – which are
directly questioning the dichotomy between
inside/outside, local/global, and so forth. That
pushes towards the creation of sophisticated
lenses through which interpreting this emerging
features of global dynamics.
This issue then collects a sequence of “pictures”
of this ongoing process of logistification of
territories and of territorialisation of the global
logistics, presenting a polyphonic discussion

which takes logistics as a category that allows
to stress the new layers that affect, warp and
redraw the global spaces and the global plots
that are passing through them.
All the selected papers have been organized as
framed in three following sections, which focus
specific subtopics.
The first section - Beyond the urban - proposes
a complex re-conceptualization of the urban
as category, by means a dis-location of the
usual perspectives through which it has been
framed. Digital platforms are becoming the new
architects of an on-demand urbanization, as
Yair Rubinstein shows in its Platform Economies
and the Logistics of Urban Space: The Case of
Deliveroo and its East London “Dark Kitchens”,
completely turning upside down the usual
conception of “the city” as something fixed,
stable, described by the recognizable facade of
edifices and squares.
Michael Zinganel, who authored Rhythms of
Post-Urbanity: Road-Corridors, Nodes, and
Networked Archipelagos, tackles the same
problematique, but reflects on it by an analysis
far from the core metropolitan places. Focusing on the Pan-European road corridors, he
demonstrates how a new geography of human
infrastructures and (transnational) streetscapes
is producing a radical shift (“post-urbanity”):
suburban archipelagos and the proliferation of
transit spaces delineates a dynamic polycentric
model that is creating a new urban landscapes,
that needs to be grasped in temporal terms
(“rhythmanalyses”) rather than in spatial ones.
Alberto Valz Gris, (Tangling a bi-oceanic corridor)
and Nancy Couling and Carola Hein (Energy
Logistics of the North Sea - a crowded industrial
void) propose an enlarging of the picture. They
conduct us to the extreme territories of urbanization and show how logistics is a globally
urbanising force and how the interconnections
and matrixes of the urban tissue are extended

worldwide. Valz Gris in particular discusses a bioceanic corridor across Latin America consisting
of a thick network of roads, waterways, railways,
high-voltage power lines (along with their thermal, hydroelectric and nuclear power plants),
mines, logistics areas and other spatial features.
Couling and Hein concentrate on the space of
ocean-borne energy logistics and its landside
extensions around the North Sea, exhibiting
how this viscous territory of logistics (both
solid and liquid) determines a site of unfolding
processes of extended urbanisation.
Finally, the paper Weed Have Never Been
Post-Modern. Note from the logistic oriented
Australian planning, by Alban Mannisi, opens up
a discussion on the effect of logistical logics on a
broader territory, pointing out the contradiction
between the indigenous territorialization logics
and the develop of Australian cities conceived
as global logistics hubs, letting reflect about the
accumulation by dispossession behind it and its
unsustainability.
The second section - Shifting Spaces - sets up a
continuous dialogue with the previous section
through the adoption of a contiguous but different perspective. The focus of the contributions
here is more on the actual transformation of
space at many scales.
Silver Jonathan and Wiig Alan present Turbulence, territory and global infrastructure in a new
world (dis)order and elaborate a geopolitical
analysis of the globalization 2.0 through the
case study of China’s infrastructural and logistical ascendency. They prove how a whole set
of dynamics is physically re-inscribing space
into politicized territories aligned to a global
power (with its respective corporate interests
and their logistics networks). We are therefore
confronted with a galaxy of airports, free-trade
zones, logistics warehouses and data centres,
port expansions and shipping canal upgrades,
continent-spanning road, rail and fuel transport
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projects, that have all become hallmarks of an
infrastructure-led attempt to secure competing
national visions of capitalist growth.
Alessandro Peregalli’s article (Zone e corridoi
logistici in America Latina) moves in the same
pathway, exposing how the consolidation of a
logistical rationality is hardly transforming the
Latin American landscape, by the creation of
zones, enclaves and corridors, and through the
deep influence of the Chinese orbit.
Andrea Bottalico (Note sulla logistica portuale
e i luoghi di transito delle merci) and Matthew
Hockenberry (The Place of All Things: Shenzhen,
Alibaba and the Oriental Bazaar) present two
situated case studies: Bottalico discusses how
the classical logistics space, the port, is being
transformed by the new economic paradigm
that is making logistics a crucial part of the
mode of production, and what this is producing in terms of interactions between ports and
their surrounding territories; Hockenberry leads
us to the liminal site of the products of global
logistical assembly - exempliﬁed by the space
of the Shenzhen markets in southern China
– presenting it as a logistical territory borne
from an Orientalist imaginary deployed as a
discursive construct promising an approach to
the otherwise inaccessible landscape of global
supply chains.
The third section - Frictions and Labour - continues the discussion and intersects many of the
previous scenarios by presenting two alternative
perspectives on the logistical territories, both
based on an observation about how logistics
works on the ground generating resistance,
contestation and forms of counter-logistics.
Evelina Gambino’s Beyond seamlessness - the
making and unmaking of a logistical territory
focuses on how technology, geopolitics, and
labour, are entangled in the creation of one of
the nodes (Georgia) of the most important logistical project of the new Millennium, the New
Silk Road. On one hand, Gambino shows the
logistical ideology underlying the project, that
of a seamless and smooth space that, however,
needs a foundational violence to be shaped. On
the other hand, the current logistics development in Georgia is presented with its amount of
interruptions and frictions.
León Guillermo Gómez operates a similar

observation in Reflecting on Counterlogistics in
Panama, focusing on Colon, Panama’s first port
city. Gómez presents the processes that made
the city spatially constricted by its becoming a
logistical zone, but at the same time he reports
how urban conflicts and struggles arise as a consequences. He also considers the variety of forms
of resistance across many scales that begin to
shape a counter-logistics politics, considering
global logistics as a target in the struggle for
the right to the city. The two other articles of
the section are more strictly concentrated on
logistics labour in its “classical” and “new” forms,
in relation to territorial transformations. Nicolas
Raimbault (Multiplication of logistics parks
and invisibilisation of blue-collar workplaces in
post-industrial metropolises) proves that logistics
blue-collar workers are now dominant within
the blue-collar social group in large urban
regions, making the logistics zones emblematic
blue-collar workplaces in current post-industrial
metropolises. This paper explores the geography
of logistics zones elaborating on a comparison between European and North-American
city-regions. The logistics sprawl and the The
subsequent home/workplace spatial mismatch
faced by logistics workers results in a weak local
anchorage of these blue-collars.
Emiliana Armano, Daniela Leonardi and Annalisa Murgia (Piattaforme digitali e territori
di resistenza alla precarietà. Un’inchiesta sulla
contro-connettività dei riders di Foodora) discuss
similar but diverse effect of analogous processes.
Here the new metropolitan logistics expressed
by the increasing influence of urban platforms
of food delivery is analysed by the specific effect
of re-territorialization that such platforms are
producing, developing new forms of eradication of the workers from their territory (that is
more and more becoming an abstract logistical
space). However, the article shows at the same
time how these new spaces are crisscrossed by
unprecedented forms of resistance and organization, and how technology itself, far from being a
neutral dispositif, is a battlefield.
In synthesis, this issue presents a productive
grapple of intriguing perspectives - that are
connected and sustained by many common fil
rouges profiling an engaging tissue of analysis.
The new configurations of what we used to label
as “the urban”, the radical transformations of in-

ternational and local spaces, the related forms of
frictions and resistance acted by labour conflicts
and metropolitan struggles, as viewed from the
intersection between logistics and territorial
transformations, let us discuss and give material
for the interpretative categories. Therefore, even
the general question of “mobility” could be relocated within a more complex plot.

Moving from this view on logistical territories,
which we argue to be crucial perspective on
contemporary transformations, we finally hope
to contribute to a broader debate and further
reflections of these topics.
Into the Black Box (Carlotta Benvegnù, Niccolò
Cuppini, Mattia Frapporti, Floriano Milesi,
Maurilio Pirone) and Cristina Mattiucci
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Platform Economies and the
Logistics of Urban Space
The Case of Deliveroo and its East London
Yair Rubinstein
“Dark Kitchens”

The following essay argues that logistical science’s reach is expanding beyond the peripheral zones
of supply chain capitalism. Through advancements in logistical technologies such as RFID chips,
sophisticated tracking software and predictive algorithms, companies have powerful new tools to
monitor their inventories at every stage of their circulation through the global supply chain — from
the shipping port to the individual customer’s front door. I argue that it is within this latter stage of
commodity circulation that the material and cultural composition of society has been most concretely
affected by these new logistical technologies. No longer limited to shipping corridors and maritime
zones, technologies used to track the circulation of capital have become powerful enough to observe
commodities’ movement at a granular level, even as they navigate the far more complicated world of
large cities and other densely-populated areas.

Yair Rubinstein is a Phd candidate
in Duke University’s Graduate
Program in Literature. His research
interests include theories of digital
media, labor, automation, and
popular culture. He is currently
completing a dissertation
entitled “The Logistical Mode of
Production: Life and Labor on a
Posthuman Planet.”
yair.rubinstein@duke.edu

Logistical science’s advancement into the crowded world of urban space is best exemplified by the
meteoric rise of mobile software platforms.1 Designed to facilitate point-to-point delivery of goods
and services within crowded packed cities, mobile applications like Uber, Deliveroo and Airbnb have
become wildly popular in the last ten years. For many users, they have in fact become an essential
part of their day-to-day routines. The impact of this so-called “platform economy”2 has revolutionized
the way services like food delivery, hotel accommodations, and urban transport are distributed across
cities throughout the world. With a simple touch of a smartphone, users can solicit a wide array of
services to be delivered to them on-demand wherever they are.
As their popularity spreads, platforms are compelled to constantly readjust and optimize their
software protocols, their pool of assets and the distribution of their workers in order to meet their
users’ escalating demands. Facing such wide-ranging obstacles, the platform economy’s solutions
to its challenges are wide-ranging as well, going to great lengths to maximally optimize their users’
access to products and services. Thus, the platform economy’s consequences exist at a scale which
far exceeds the limited perspective one may experience as a platform’s end user. Moving beyond the
limited horizon of the touchscreen, its effects must therefore be viewed from a broader perspective.
To that end, the following essay examines the restaurant-to-table platform Deliveroo and how its
staging of temporary “dark kitchens” in London has impacted its couriers’ working conditions, along
with the dimensions of London’s cityscape and the experience of its inhabitants. Deliveroo’s mobile
1 Economist Nick Srnicek usefully defines platforms as, “digital infrastructures that enable two or more groups to interact.
They therefore position themselves as intermediaries that bring together different users: customers, advertisers, service
providers, producers, suppliers, and even physical objects.” Srnicek, Nick. Platform capitalism. John Wiley & Sons, 2017 (43).
2 For a thorough summary of the historical, social and economic pretexts that ushered in today’s platform-driven economy
see: Kenney, Martin, and John Zysman. “The rise of the platform economy.” Issues in Science and Technology 32.3 (2016): 61.
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dark kitchens are primarily meant to minimize the company’s ownership of fixed assets and allow its
operations the ability to quickly relocate to the next-cheapest site of rentable space. But the effect of
Deliveroo’s project on London’s urban composition extends beyond the company’s simple imperative
to economize its production costs. In the process, the physical, material and social fabric of London’s
cityscape has been reshaped to increase Deliveroo’s productivity and profitability.
On-Demand Urbanism
As perhaps the most perishable of all commodities, the time-critical nature of food delivery has
pushed startups like Deliveroo to the fore of providing solutions to the chronic stoppages, congestions
and breakdowns that inevitably occur in densely packed areas. For Deliveroo, its specific solution to
these challenges has culminated in “Editions” — a pilot program based in London which promises its
growing pool of customers an on-demand, high-quality meal from reputable restaurants around the
city.3 To fulfill this guarantee, Deliveroo has set up a network of so-called “dark kitchens” throughout
London. Essentially, dark kitchens
are a collection of mobile cooking
Platforms and their algorithmic architects are increasingly stations quickly erected on a disbecoming the key authors of today’s urban landscape. used site, such as an old parking
lot. Once assembled, the kitchens
are rented out to brick-andmortar restaurants who prepare their distinct dishes and directly hand them off to Deliveroo’s standby
fleet of couriers. A Guardian profile describes a newly opened site in the east London neighborhood
of Blackwall:
“Ten metal boxes of a similar size to a shipping container are on this site in Blackwall. They are fitted with
industrial kitchen equipment, and two or three chefs and kitchen porters are at work in each, preparing
food for restaurants… The boxes have no windows and many of the chefs work with the doors open,
through which they can be seen stirring huge pans or flipping burgers. Outside there are piles of spare
equipment, mops in buckets, gas cylinders for the stoves and large cans of cooking oil.”4

While the idea of restaurant takeaway is hardly new, what distinguishes Deliveroo’s project is that
the brick-and-mortar restaurant is bypassed by both its producers and consumers. For its restaurant
partners, any investment in fixed capital is instead taken care of by Deliveroo itself. The dark kitchen,
in other words, is a way for the upmarket food service industry to economize on its production costs
by pooling resources together between different vendors all sharing the same space. Consequently,
their proximity to one another also cuts down on turnover time for Deliveroo’s couriers. No longer do
drivers have to weave their way between individual restaurants around town to pick up orders. They
merely wait in a convenient, road-accessible production site where cooks hand off every order to
them directly.5
This model provides obvious benefits for reducing Deliveroo’s considerable transportation costs. The
toll it exacts from its precarious workforce is a different story, however. Working for meager wages,
Deliveroo’s couriers are compelled to be accessible at all times if they want to avoid being passed
over for another available candidate. Consequently, maximal elasticity and 24/7 availability become
necessary requirements to withstand the churn of Deliveroo’s on-demand labor market. The maximal
flexibilization demanded by platforms like Deliveroo creates a dynamic that legal scholar Valerio De
3 https://foodscene.deliveroo.co.uk/promotions/deliveroo-editions.html
4 Butler, Sara “How Deliveroo’s Dark Kitchens are Catering from Car Parks”. The Guardian, October 28th 2017 https://www.
theguardian.com/business/2017/oct/28/deliveroo-dark-kitchens-pop-up-feeding-the-city-london
5 For visual accompaniment to the above description, please refer to the image located at the following URL: https://sites.
duke.edu/images/files/2019/02/4368.jpg

Stefano calls the “just-in-time workforce”.6 Rather than enjoying the stability and security of a 9 to 5
job, the just-in-time workforce must be ready around the clock for new short-term job opportunities.7
The fractalization caused by just-in-time labor poses significant challenges for Deliveroo’s workers
to collectively challenge their employers’ lackluster wages and punitive labor policies. Surprisingly,
Deliveroo workers have overcome many of these challenges and have recently staged a series of
successful strikes in London and other cities throughout the world. However, the ability of collective
organizing to maintain long-term pressure remains to be seen, especially in an industry with the
unique capability to undermine collective action at an algorithmic level.8
Along with its effect on working conditions, Deliveroo’s Editions program exemplifies how platforms
are reformatting the infrastructural and social fabric of urban space as their popularity expands. In
response to growing consumer demand, Deliveroo has converted what were once public spaces
into temporary staging grounds for on-demand products and services. Consequently, as Deliveroo’s
popularity attracts more restaurants to join their production model, the traditional figure of the
restaurant – a staple of the modern city’s symbolic economy – is shorn of its customer-facing
design logics (i.e. storefronts, lighting, ambiance, etc.) and instead turned into offsite or “dark” zones
of mass production. In the case of Deliveroo’s dark kitchens, labor is moved from the back kitchens of
the brick-and-mortar restaurant to the even further hidden site of a deserted parking lot.
The Logistical Kitchen
As a primarily logistical construct, the dark kitchen serves as a principal node within Deliveroo’s
sprawling delivery network. The kitchen’s logistical rationality is evidenced by its formal arrangement.
Consider, for instance, the description of the dark kitchen in east London quoted earlier. As one of
Deliveroo’s many sites now peppering the London landscape, its nondescript, unadorned, and skeletal
arrangement of containers resembles a landlocked cousin of a classic maritime shipping port. Like
all logistical infrastructures, its architecture is designed to blend into the background. Hiding in plain
sight, its form is intended to be as unobtrusive and unremarkable as possible, therefore avoiding
public scrutiny, political sabotage or other inconvenient disruptions. Its inconspicuousness is achieved
by mirroring the compositional and design principles of the structures that face it. Located under
a railway line, the dark kitchen avoids standing out from its surroundings. Its formal composition
supports Deliveroo’s goals of clandestineness, efficiency maximization and interoperability with its
broader logistical operations.
With its lattice of steel, concrete, and metal boxes bunched together among randomly scattered
debris, the dark kitchen hardly satisfies late capitalism’s carefully crafted self-image of an upbeat,
glistening and cosmopolitan world of hi-tech consumerism.9 Instead, we are given an image of
a squalid postindustrial zone crammed into the heart of East London. But this messy, heavy and
complicated world of materiality, rigidity and decay is suppressed by the platform economy’s colorful
canvas of happy urbanites found in its upbeat advertising campaigns and amiable user interfaces.
6 De Stefano, Valerio. “The rise of the just-in-time workforce: On-demand work, crowdwork, and labor protection in the
gig-economy.” Comparative Labor Law and Policy Journal. 37 (2015): 471.
7 As its name suggests, the just-in-time workforce parallels capitalism’s prior implementation of “just-in-time production”
in the 1970s. For further reading: Marazzi, Christian. Capital and Affects: The Politics of the Language Economy. MIT Press,
2011.
8 For an overview of Deliveroo workers’ labor struggle, see: Körfer, A., & Röthig, O. (2017). Decent crowdwork – the fight for
labour law in the digital age. Transfer: European Review of Labour and Research, 23(2), 233–236.
9 This false representation is dutifully evinced by Deliveroo itself in publicity photos for its Editions program. An example of
Deliveroo’s publicity campaign can be viewed at the following URL: https://sites.duke.edu/images/files/2019/02/deliverooeditions-1.jpg
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Uncovering its stain on the city is left to investigative journalists and the neglected inhabitants of
London’s close-by council estates. 10
Platform as Urban Architect
By adjusting the material substrates of the city to more seamlessly interconnect its services to its
users, Deliveroo logistically operationalizes the city for its own ends. It uses neglected parts of cities
like London’s East End as staging grounds to optimize the delivery of its goods and services. Projects
like Deliveroo’s Editions program reflects architectural theorist Clare Lyster’s observation that the
software engineers that create our platforms and consumer products “are becoming the real designers of the city and urban culture.”11 As she explains, when it comes to imagining and executing the
vision of the current cityscape, the city planner and the urban architect are being unceremoniously
replaced by the software designer, the CEO, and the automated calculus of algorithmic computation.
Lyster’s contention is convincingly evidenced by platforms like Deliveroo and their growing presence
in the scenery of city life. As this investigation has demonstrated, their operations do not simply stay
contained within a self-enclosed ecosystem of intellectual property and closed-door shareholder
meetings. As major social forces in and of themselves, how Deliveroo and other platforms decide
to optimize their delivery services creates consequences that go well beyond their official mandate
of increased efficiency. The fabric of urban space becomes subject to the same dictates of optimal
productivity as the platforms themselves. Consequently, the former ideals of urban citizenship (i.e.
livability, accessibility, sustainability) are supplanted by the edicts of turnover time maximization and
flexible labor markets. Projects like Deliveroo’s dark kitchens throw the status and stability of urban
space into question, converting its diverse scenery into modular components that can better satisfy
the platform economy’s mandate to economize space and resources. What were once stationary
parking lots turn into roving “dark kitchens” that squander whatever potential public use its locations
may have offered city residents. Thus, just like the platform economy’s labor policies, its repurposing
of urban space increasingly leaves the social life of the city at the mercy of tech moguls rather than
the citizens themselves.
In sum, platforms and their algorithmic architects are increasingly becoming the key authors of
today’s urban landscape. They are replacing the protagonists of the modern city, i.e. the poets, filmmakers, critics, architects and planners that formed modernist-era visions of cities like Paris and New
York. In the process, they are creating new urban forms altogether, but ones whose interests serve the
platform economy’s owners rather than its workers and the broader public.

10 A recent protest by a local council estate in London objected to how the sound of Deliveroo’s delivery vehicles zooming
in and out of the dark kitchens disturbed its residents. Rigg, Jaime, “Deliveroo’s dark kitchens are ticking off local councils,”
October 9 2017. https://www.engadget.com/2017/10/09/deliveroo-editions-council-troubles/
11 Lyster, Clare. Learning from Logistics: How Networks Change Our Cities. Birkhäuser, 2016. p.144

Rhythms of Post-Urbanity:
Road-Corridors, Nodes, and
Networked Archipelagos

Michael Zinganel

Pan-European Road Corridors
Pan-European transport-corridor(s) is the term used to describe the transport connections between
the former Eastern European countries and Western Europe, intended to network Europe in vital
ways.1 The implementation of new modern traffic infrastructure and the upgrading of existing
traffic corridors is the unquestioned core project of EU infrastructural planning, which went hand in
hand with the expansion of the EU, albeit with different delays, speeds, and qualities. New or better
highways obviously improve accessibility and accelerate connections between some places, but they
will eventually also disrupt access between others by interrupting old paths or by bypassing entire
regions, furthering the “peripheralization” of dis-privileged regions2 and therefore enforcing labor
migration and mass emigration, producing new grey markets and an unpaid service class, a highly
mobile “human infrastructure”,3 supporting the more privileged regions to perform even better.
Roads and road corridors are highly contested and therefore subject to strict control or at least a
marked will towards the imposition of control and order. They are predominantly perceived as technical networks—representing tools of governance and governmentality. But simultaneously they
are “aesthetic networks,” supporting the circulation of people, goods, and capital, but also images
and desires:4 They stand for a great reserve of imagination and imaginaries to which individuals and
institutions attach a great number of dreams (and nightmares): from unlimited economic growth
to military intervention, from trans-national and -continental cargo transport to smuggling, from
foreign tourist transit to labor migration and human trafficking. In fact, while being built and in
operation these corridors function as magnets,5 attracting both things and individuals – “actants and
acteurs” with reference to Latour’s actor-network-theory6 – that move into their orbit or accumulate
around them.

Michael Zinganel works as
architecture theorist, cultural
historian, curator and artist, e.g.
on the ‘productivity of crime for
architecture and urban design’, the
‘Red Vienna housing programme’,
and the legacy of Socialist seaside
holiday resorts. With Michael
Hieslmair he is the co-founder
of the research platform Tracing
Spaces, investigating the
transformation of nodes and
hubs of urban and transnational
mobilities alongside the trafficcorridors between the former East
and West of Europe.
https://tracingspaces.net
zinganel@mur.at

Nodes and Knots of Transnational Mobilities
With the transport volume of goods and people expanding, more and more people driving vehicles or
1 The 10 corridors were defined at a Conference in Crete, in March 1994, a year before Austria, Sweden and Finland joined
the EU, and even many more years before the former Eastern European nations followed.
2 Lyubomir Pozharliev, “Collectivity vs. connectivity: Highway peripheralization in former Yugoslavia (1940s–1980s),” The
Journal of Transport History 37 (2) (2016): 194–213.
3 AbdouMaliq Simone, “People as Infrastructure: Intersecting Fragments in Johannesburg,” Public Culture 16, no. 3 (2004):
407–429.
4 Brian Larkin, “The Politics and Poetics of Infrastructure,” Annual Review of Anthropology 42 (2013): 327–343
5 Kathleen Stewart, “Road Registers,” Cultural Geographies 21, no. 4 (2014): 552.
6 Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
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being driven are obliged to spend increasing amounts of time in transit.
Therefore the (transnational) streetscape and vehicles are places of everyday encounter and
experience, and places where, for various reasons, the flow of traffic stops or is interrupted, become
operationalized as important places for dwelling-in-transit (rather than as generic non-places): bus
terminals, ferry ports, logistics distribution centers, formal and informal markets, or border crossing
stations along the corridors. Of special interest in this context are highway service stations, because
they are addressing a wide variety of mobile people travelling with different motives, rhythms and
types of vehicles, while also (less mobile) locals try to participate in interactions with them.
They are places to be inhabited for short periods of a break, overnight or sometimes even for weekends. Here trade might happen, rituals and routines of relaxation are developed, contacts initiated
with regions of origin or target. This is also where those who were mobile before engage in cultivating and maintaining on-the-spot, fragmented communities. Here we can observe a “vernacular
cosmopolitanism”7 and “doing with space” becomes a kind of “knotting”.8
By describing driving as a social practice and the motorway as a place always in a state of becoming,
Peter Merriman brilliantly deconstructed Marc Augè’s notion of non-places,9 still largely prevalent in
the field of art and architecture. Samuel Austin juxtaposes Augè’s negative perception, with similar
ideas of highway stations as decentered, interrelated places of process, blurring the distinctions of
local and global, place and non-place.10 During pauses in truck drivers’ auto-motion, Nicki Gregson
argues, the space of the cab, made economic through driving the logistic network of supply chain
capitalism, is morphed into a cozy and habitable space for dwelling in transit, a home-fromhome.11At a highway service station the large numbers of trucks, couches, mini busses, and cars
constantly arriving and leaving might comprise a much larger volume of physical space than the solid
building of a single gas station and restaurant. At these nodes, it seems, human forms of mobility are
inseparably linked with non-human and immaterial forms.
Expanding arguments of actor-network theory (ANT), John Law famously introduced the different levels of scale of a network, starting with the description of a historic Portuguese vessel as an
example, with “hull, spars, sails, stays, stores, rudder, crew, water, winds, all of these (and many others) have to hold in place functionally if we are to be able to point to an object and call it a (properly
working) ship,“ – and ending on a larger scale, with the Portuguese imperial system as a whole,
with its ports, vessels, military dispositions, markets, and merchants.12 Accordingly all single trucks,
coaches, and transporters van driving the pan-European road corridors, built by inter-connecting
political and economic powers, represent such a multi-level and multi-scale network. Furthermore
the nodes are networks, where several components are co-contributing to the physical, functional,
and social production of space on site.
But a highway service station – like any logistics distribution centre –, must not be perceived as
a single place, or at least not a place confined to a single building, but as a place-as-network, a
7 Homi Bhabha, “Unsatisfied: Notes on Vernacular Cosmopolitanism,” in Text and Nation, ed. Laura Garcia-Morena and Peter
C. Pfeifer (London: Camden House, 2001), 191–207.
8 Michel Lussault and Mathis Stock, “Doing with Space: Towards a Pragmatics of Space,” Social Geography 5, no. 1 (2010):
12; Tim Ingold, The Life of Lines (New York: Routledge, 2015).
9 Peter Merriman, Driving spaces: a cultural-historical geography of England’s M1 motorway (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing,
2007).
10 Samuel Austin, “Travels in Lounge Space: Placing the Contemporary British Motorway Service Area,” PhD thesis at the
Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff University, 2011.
11 Nicky Gregson, Mobilities, “Mobilities, mobile work and habitation: truck drivers and the crisis in occupational automobility in the UK,” Mobilities (2018).
12 John Law, ”Objects and Spaces,” Theory, Culture and Society 19 (2002): 91–105.

distributed place, existing over miles of rails and roads.13 Highway service stations, increasingly
substituting urban functions, contribute to the multiplication of suburban archipelagos in between
traditional metropolitan areas. The continuous transformation of and at these transit spaces generates
the development of a dynamic polycentric model of a multi-local (sub-)urbanity or “post”-urbanity
whereby each archipelago represents only a single station on a route taken by individuals or objects
in their vehicles.
Marxist thinkers in general, especially Michel de Certeau and Henry Lefebvre, harshly criticized
transnational streetscapes as both symbols of and vehicles for the expansion of global capitalism.
Nevertheless, they offered a perfect basis for also analyzing peoples’ tactics for selecting, approaching and inhabiting such nodes and for appropriating and co-producing social space there. Following
Michel de Certeau’s distinction between
“strategies” (of those in power) and
The (transnational) streetscape and vehicles are places of
“tactics” (of tricksters)14 we propose to
everyday encounter and experience, and places where the
introduce the notions of “nodes” and
flow of traffic stops or is interrupted, operationalized as
“knots,” where nodes are constituted by
important places for dwelling-in-transit.
strategies of powerful institutions within
logistic networks and the network of road
corridors, whereas knots are established by the tactics of individuals to fulfill their everyday needs in
transit. Nodes and knots can be independent from one another, but they are not always distinct, they
often overlap, when existing nodes are used for the individuals’ practice of knotting. With reference to
Lefebvre’s “Rhythmanalyses,”15 these nodes and knots can be perceived as “polyrhythmic” ensembles
of (post-)urban architecture, mobile objects, and individuals that are dependent on rhythmic flows
of traffic that fluctuate on a daily, weekly, or seasonal basis, only to contract again, challenging the
traditional notion of Public Space.
The Notion of Public (in) Spaces in Transition
Driving along the PAN-European road corridors and the nodes with a vehicle—enables observers to
capture as much of the shades of grey (spaces, economies, politics, and aesthetics), and to recognize
a wide variety and a multi-layered character of qualities of “publics” and “places” as well as the quite
different ways of appropriation of spaces and the effects of urban transformation. But the highly mobile people seem to hardly concern about ownership issues of the nodes they encounter, no matter
if they are large in size or small, formal or informal, if harbors, bus stations, borders, highway service
stations, or markets, as long as they have access to do their formal or informal jobs and are able to
shelter there in case of need. What they care about, however, is safety and security, gathering with
people of similar language or ethnic background, and the appeal of Wi-Fi access to contact their peer
group at home or elsewhere. They are all willing to pay a reasonable fee for it.
Referring to property issues or the perception of public space as the site of a democratic political
discourse, or as a space for the development of a public-minded rational consensus (re-imagining
the Greek agora), where publics are constituted as a political whole do not seem appropriate here.
Instead, the pragmatic suggestions of the American philosopher John Dewey seem much better
applicable: Dewey argued in the 1920s – in a period of intense migration flows and rapid industrialization in the USA – that people were not joined together because they had “voluntarily chosen to be
united” through some original act of will, rather, by “vast currents” of circulation and interconnection.16
13 Julie Cidell, “Distribution Centers as Distributed Places: Mobility, Infrastructure and Truck Traffic,” in Cargomobilities, ed. T.
Birtchnell, S. Savitzky, and J. Urry (London: Routledge, 2015), 17–34.
14 Michel De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984).
15 Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2013).
16 John Dewey, The Public and Its Problems. Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1927.
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Dewey was interested in the way that publics were “called into being” by problems and events, people
are sharing (for instance, while driving, or gathering at one of the nodes), and how publics were
“called into being” by (for example, road and road-side) infrastructure. Indeed, infrastructures themselves can mobilize publics around their capacities, flows, and durations.17 But with infrastructures
repeatedly modernized, flows redirected along new roads, and nodes and knots of transnational
mobilities visited in different rhythms by different people, we suggest that these publics are rather
unstable and fluctuating. Here publics are constantly undone and remade.
The dynamic models of urbanism that ensue at these spaces are shaped by polyrhythmic densifications and the continual performance of difference, such as also increasingly inform our everyday lives.
As channeling points for the circulations of diverse groups, traversing social boundaries, they can be
considered contact zones, or – using Rem Koolhaas’ perverted appropriation – pragmatic, privatized
“Social Condensers” – lacking the utopian ascription from its original meaning in Sovjet constructivist
theory. Then the idea of the “Social Condenser” was a proposal for a type of architecture that would
serve as a tool for electrifying people into a communist way of life, to construct radical new kinds of
human communities – publicness constituting its very kernel.18 19

17 Stephen J. Collier, James Christopher Mizes, and Antina von Schnitzler, “Public Infrastructures / Infrastructural Publics,”
LIMN 7 (2017).
18 Michał Murawski: “Introduction: crystallising the social condenser,” The Journal of Architecture, 22:3 (2017): 372–386.
19 Further reading with evidence from case studies: M. Zinganel and M. Hieslmair (eds). Stop and Go: Nodes of Transformation and Transition. Publication Series of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna Vol. 23 (Berlin, Sternberg Press, 2019); about the
exhibition: ——. Road*Registers: Logbook of mobile worlds (Vienna: Tracing Spaces 2017): https://tracingspaces.net/
road-registers/ and about methods applied: ——. “Stop and Go.” JAR Journal of Artistic Research, Issue 14 (2017), https://
www.researchcatalogue.net/view/330596/330597

Tangling a bi-oceanic
corridor
Alberto Valz Gris

Among the many epistemological uncertainties surrounding the world’s urban condition, one
hypothesis is that logistics is a globally urbanising force. Global trade, in fact, typically relies upon
a vast set of interconnected sites, subjects and technologies: logistics corridors and areas, stocking
and fulfilment centres, airports, industrial ports, containers, cranes, heavy-duty vehicles, submarine
cables, data centres and energy supply networks. Logistics and its spatialities might offer potentially
renewed interpretive keys to those seeking to retrace a planetary urban condition beyond cities as its
obsolete matrices (Brenner & Schmid, 2014, 2015), as the geographies of circulating commodities invite us once more to de-centre perspectives on the urban, questioning its presence from unexpected
sites (Roy, 2009, 2016; Schmid, 2018).
The commodity chain construct corresponds to a body of work which has become both robust and
differentiated since its origins in world-systems theory (Hopkins & Wallerstein, 1977). Through
distinct terminologies, this literature has been focusing on issues of chain governance, inter-firm
networks and industrial upgrading (Bair, 2005), while the Global Production Networks framework
has brought a distinctively relational and broader perspective (Coe, Dicken, & Hess, 2008). Despite
respective distinctions, these diverse strands ultimately adhere to the initial programme: “[to] trace
back the set of inputs that culminated in this item – the prior transformations, the raw materials, the
transportation mechanisms, the labor input into each of the material processes, the food inputs into
the labor. This linked set of processes we call a commodity chain” (Hopkins & Wallerstein, 1977, p.
128). By following a single object we come to uncover an interactive mesh made of interdependent
subjects, sites and practices. Being rooted in economic geography and international business, though,
this rich literature has only sporadically engaged with questions of urban space and its constitutive
processes. When it did, it seemed to be more strongly concerned with factoring in urban space in
order to advance knowledge about commodity chains rather than employing the commodity chain
construct as an epistemological inquiry into urban space. And yet, as a dynamic and relational concept, commodity chains and production networks propose a direct invitation to trace global patterns
of urbanisation connecting diverse urban formations.
In this short essay I want to accept this invitation and initiate a reflection from an ex-centric site,
‘following things’ across multiple sites (Cook, 2004) along the Chilean-Argentinian section of a
bi-oceanic corridor hosting the first stretch of a li-ion supply chain. Li-ion batteries are an indicative,
globally diffused product sustaining the world’s transition away from fossil fuels and here is where
the majority of the world’s lithium is extracted, refined and shipped overseas. Lithium itself is not
the question here, but its geographies open up a relational and multi-sited ethnographic practice
(Desmond, 2014; Marcus, 1995) allowing us to bring ‘urban’ questions to life outside of their usual
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site—cities. By exploring this logistics territory I want to propose an alternative reading, overcoming
the linear, hydraulic and self-contained image of the corridor towards more habilitating horizons.
These sites are ‘tangles’: dynamic, interrelated, negotiated and contested patterns of urban fabric.
Bi-oceanic corridors are a fashionable formula across Latin America, located at different latitudes according to the usual floating of international trade. The one I find myself in consists of a thick network
of roads, waterways, railways, high-voltage
power lines (along with their thermal, hyThe Latin American stretch of the li-ion commodity droelectric and nuclear power plants), mines,
chain, relies itself upon a diverse number of space, logistics areas and other spatial features. The
underground water bodies, pools of multi-species
labour, large-scale extractivist plans and transportation corridor crosses for more than 2.600 km along
networks.. Their interconnection allows the its West-East axis between the 20° and 30°
reconstruction of a highly heterogeneous urban fabric South parallels. It is proposed as one of South
underpinning and facilitating this logistical movement. America’s largest infrastructural projects with
the goal of economically and logistically integrating several sub-regional entities across four
nation states, facilitating import/export flows towards Asian regions through the Pacific Ocean. “The
Desert Panama Canal,” an expression apparently coined by Chinese interests in the area, its largely
primary produce and huge market demand.
Lithium is found here in underground waters lying below so-called salares—salt flats located at
high altitudes in the Andean range. These underground spaces are the home of lithium-rich brines
which are pumped into evaporation ponds for concentration and lithium carbonate production.
Indigenous people who have inhabited the Puna plateau for millennia repeatedly highlight the two
fundamental behaviours of water in their homeland: it travels downwards through gravity and it
seeks to escape towards the sun as soon as possible. This understanding highlights how, due to harsh
climatic conditions, underground water bodies are a vital space supporting many species in this arid
plateau, including humans. At the origin of the li-ion production network, these underground spaces
are the most present political-ecological knot tying together a wide range of life forms by issues of
water consumption and pollution. Mining companies’ billboards claim that consumption is ‘much less
intensive than standard agricultural practices,’ while at the same time refusing to present any quantitative or qualitative data to support this claim. Local activists and transnational collectives struggle
to demonstrate the potentially immense ecological disaster being produced by this activity: endless
piles of waste minerals are left exposed to high winds travelling many kilometres with unknown effects, water levels are lower everyday and illness frequency is suspiciously growing. And yet, no data
is available to substantiate these claims either. Indigenous people keep practicing the challa in order
to ask Pachamama—the ever-present deity in Quechua/Aymara culture sustaining life on Earth—
abundant waters and a rich harvest for the coming times. Most of the local scientists, potentially
capable of generating third-party data, largely avoid this socio-natural trouble. The result is that
at present day state there is no scientific knowledge circa the hydrogeological functioning of these
deposits: economic agreements, regulatory acts, political campaigns, financial calculations and entire
spatial plans are constructed around a salar which has been defined ‘imaginary,’ its underground
chambers emerging as an oversize question mark. A hollow tangle—whose inner features are
invisible to the eyes—but still a tangle tying many species and spaces together. Underground water
in this progressively urbanising scenario, imagined as a constantly flowing and moving element, ties
together extraction fields, animal and plant biomes and traditional agricultural spaces.
Let our gaze emerge together with the lithium brine being pumped through geological layers and

appearing above the salty surface and we are confronted with a similarly entangled scenario: which
labour inputs come to generate this stretch of extractive activity? Which socio-spatial relations do
they engender? Wild subcontracting is the norm, partly because the complex geographical and
climatic conditions hamper vertical integration and render local resources cheaper, partly because
salaried labour is the bargaining chip with local communities. Native people are in fact entitled with
the property of the land they occupy, while the underground is State-owned. Mining companies
need then to secure permission from them in order to reach the much sought-after underground
basins and the resources they contain. A preferential lane is established for those Puna inhabitants
who apply as mining workers, yet their participation is evidently limited to the lowest-skilled section
of the necessary labour as their access to higher studies remains very limited. Mines give labour to
other species too, as companies are said to hire watchdogs in order to chase flamingos resting in their
crystalline evaporation ponds. In addition to this primary labour market, a secondary one is induced
as locals are encouraged (if not specifically trained) to constitute privately-owned SMEs providing
auxiliary services to the mining enterprises—accomodating workers in facilities that need to be built
and maintained, feeding them in comedores and transporting them in minivans between the village
and the mine. This transformation entails the replenishment of certain sites and the depopulation
of certain others: substituted by formal salaried employment, farming spaces and environmental
practices become obsolescent and entire socio-natural relations are rebalanced.
Geographies of things invite us to exceed the local or sub-regional scale through a progressive zoom
out, calling into question the larger infrastructural networks supporting this extractive industry. How
are material, energy and labour inputs supplied and transported here? Where from? The Argentinian
Puna is currently at the centre of a vast urbanising programme explicitly relying upon the extraction of minerals, hydrocarbons and renewables and their subsequent trade and distribution. This
programme is presented by local planning authorities as a highly interactive system hinged upon a
number of ‘urban’ sites: two lithium mines, a free trade zone, South America’s largest solar field and
some newly traced roads. The construction process of the Cauchari solar field is emblematic, its sheer
scale offering a measure of the material cluttering and the extraterritorial implications underpinning
the overall plan: financed by the Export–Import Bank of China (Exim), 800 hectares of land have
been emptied out and levelled in order to install roughly 6,000 tonnes of almost entirely Chinese
materials, such an unusual volume in a compressed time frame that a special customs area has been
moved to site.
The physical spine of this extractivist urban tangle is the only paved road crossing the plateau
between Argentina and Chile. Large trucks come and go on a daily basis transporting imported cars,
clothes and other mundane goods, minerals, hydrocarbons, drinking water. These same trucks can be
found untidily stationing in front of the port entrance, many kilometres ahead, while drivers wait for
permission to unload their cargo. They travel from many of the nearby mines and among staggering
quantities of copper an increasing volume of lithium carbonate can be spotted. Metal, wood and
fabric shacks have popped up in front of the entrance as women from the nearby village cater to
these drivers waiting in line.
Port terminals are another intricate tangle within this spatially interwoven and socially negotiated
system of coordination. They are the archetypical platform typology, apparently acting as smooth
distributive spaces, yet their functioning is much less linear than this designation suggests. Port
managers and representatives struggle to attract economic activity within their premises with hard
research and imaginative labour, for example by selecting the import of proper commodities, the
most attractive shipping routes or innovative distribution and stocking tactics. The import of sodium
carbonate, in the Latin American case, is a productive lead for investigating the export of lithium
carbonate: the first is a fundamental element in the production of the second and lithium mining
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companies seek to optimise their transport practices by importing one and exporting the other from
the same site. Every empty container mobilised along a route is a sheer cost and port authorities
seek to capture the profits coming from this economic necessity. Ports are an interwoven ensemble
of humans and non-humans—their system of cranes, containers, stocking innovations and mobile
workforce spatialising the ability to negotiate a volatile non-linear traffic of transcontinental commodity flows. The empty bulk carriers wait their turn to load cargo along the coast of Antofagasta,
facing the informal villas perched on the arid mountain sides—built and inhabited by the many
Colombians who travel here to find their place in the low-skill low-pay labour market sustaining this
booming mining and logistics city.
In striking similarities with the concept of La Pachamama, a tangle is an untidy and potentially
limitless set of interconnections which invites to a non-linear negotiation. Not an easy one, as tangles
typically respond unpredictably to given inputs: pulling one thread might imply disengaging it or
overtightening a knot somewhere else. Tangle-like thinking across the bi-oceanic corridor means
transcending it as a unitary socio-spatial stretch and instead being invited to follow the constantly
escaping flows that come to constitute it. While it is tempting to read operational landscapes as
‘pure’—highly mechanised and strictly monocultural—this lens reveals an overwhelming interconnection of elements populating these otherwise inanimate territories. Underground water bodies,
geological forces, flamingos, agricultural spaces, indigenous activists, family economies, solar fields,
roadsides, port terminals and informal settlements are knitted together in an intricate tangle of metabolic flows. What is urban, then, and what is not?
Observing logistics as an urbanising force through its entanglements has implications whose full
depth would be the subject of another essay. To me, lively geographies of things across commodity
chains can help us break the spell of global capitalist urbanisation and its dead (and deadly) geographies along lines of interdependence, negotiation and contestation. A deep reassertion of entangled
thinking is a precious companion in knotting other worlds together through the rifts and invisible
corners of the uneven fabric of the global urban.
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Energy Logistics of the
North Sea
A crowded industrial void

Nancy Couling
Carola Hein

Introduction1
Since the mid-twentieth century, a territorial configuration shaped by energy logistics has been
steadily emerging in the North Sea. The structures of this system are both invisible – linear, frictionless, automated or buried, and cut off from public access; and omnipresent – vast, ubiquitous, and
controlling increasing areas of both land and sea. The result is a crowded industrial void characterised
by the paradox of continuous circulation and the emptyness of its spaces. As the spatial supremacy of
energy logistics increases, the sea’s cultural value and social status is being evacuated in the process.
Public access to sea space is restricted by the risk of entanglement in industrialised zones and the successive elimination of slow-moving passenger ferries. Alan Sekula has poignantly documented the
“disappearance of the sea” through container shipping in his photography and film essays.2 Seafarers
now lead a marginalised existence and contemporary maritime workers in other sectors stem from
steel, not from sea.
Spaces of ocean-borne energy logistics and their landside extensions around the North Sea have developed into specialised, impermeable structures of energy extraction, transportation, transformation
and storage. Despite the irregular dispersal of artefacts, the combination of both fixed and mobile
infrastructure weaving through the North Sea has tied single sites together into a viscous territory of
logistics – both solid and liquid and therefore hard to decipher. We argue that it is precisely the traits
of invisibility, seclusion, operationalization and intersecting cycles of movement in time, that identify
the North Sea as a site of unfolding processes of extended urbanisation (as identified by Nancy Couling3), and the most expansive layer of the global petroleumscape (as defined by Carola Hein4).
Emergence of a liquid logistical territory
Historically, highly skilled North Sea navigators knew the seasons and the North Sea tides and currents; their logistical space was a kinetic, topographical zone filled with human activity and the nar1 The project “Oceanurb- the unseen spaces of extended urbanisation in the North Sea” has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement
No 753682.” .
2 llan Sekula and Noël Burch, The Forgotten Space- a Film Essay Seeking to Understand the Contemporary Maritime World in
Relation to the Symbolic Legacy of the Sea, 2010, http://www.theforgottenspace.net/static/notes.html.
3 Nancy Couling, ‘Formats of Extended Urbanisation in Ocean Space’, in Emerging Urban Spaces- a Planetary Perspective,
ed. Philipp Horn, Paola Alfaro d’Alençon, and Ana Claudia Duarte Carduso, The Urban Book Series (Springer International
Publishing, 2018), XII, 219.
4 Carola Hein, ‘Between Oil & Water: The Logistical Petroleumscape’, in The Petropolis of Tomorrow (New York: Actar Publishers and Architecture at Rice, 2013), 228–37.
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ratives of first-hand experience. Frequent exchange across the sea meant coasts had more in common
with their opposite shores than with their hinterlands. Traditionally a trading ground for the exchange
of furs, grain, timber, and luxury goods, today the North Sea is characterised by the generation and
exchange of energy – an indispensable, shapeshifting, and often invisible commodity.
Since the first major offshore oil discovery in 1969 at the Ekofisk field, North Sea oil and gas production has made a vital contribution to global energy supplies, occupying second place in combined
offshore oil/gas quantities in 2006 after the Persian Gulf5 and the location of the most offshore rigs
world-wide (184 in 2018).6 Yet despite this production, the EU as a whole is marked by a significant
energy gap between supply and demand and is still 80 percent dependent on oil imports.7 Energy logistics therefore not only laces through and around the North Sea extraction sites, but also carries out
the functions of transport, storage, and relocation of oil and gas from external sources. In Europe’s top
port of Rotterdam, crude oil, mineral oil products and liquified natural gas accounted for 40 percent
of port throughput by weight in 20178, therefore more tons of liquid bulk goods travel through North
Sea ports than containers.
The North Sea has also been earmarked by the EU as a favourable site for the rapid expansion of the
next generation of energy production; offshore wind. This sector’s activities create additional logistical
networks around the North Sea between specialised sites of component production (turbines, blades,
transformers, monopoles, cables, foundations), assembly, construction, servicing and the transport
of workers.
Surface shipping movement is mirrored on the seafloor by an invisible template of cables and pipelines. According to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, all states are entitled to lay or maintain
cables and pipelines on the continental shelf, and coastal states cannot impede such activities.9 Oil
and gas pipelines of differing sizes connect satellite platforms to each other as well as to the main
facility on land, while fluids and ‘umbilicals’ – a combined string of steel pipes – deliver further
fluids, power, and communication from the land side. Unlike installations, pipelines are not subject to
a legal requirement of disposal after use.10 Removing this infrastructure can often cause more harm
to the marine habitat than leaving it in place, therefore it frequently remains attached to the North
Sea floor as a permanent fixture, unseen from above and evolving into new cyber seascapes as they
are taken over by marine life. This logistic nervous system is threaded through the seafloor’s very
composite matter- together the sea-surface and floor comprise the double ‘motherboard’ of northern
European energy transactions.11
Consolidating territory
How does energy logistics construct territory?
5 Lucien Chabason, ‘Toward International Regulation of Offshore Oil Drilling?’ in Oceans: The New Frontier, (Delhi: TERI Press,
2011), 216–19.
6 Number of Offshore Rigs Worldwide as of January 2018 by Region’, Statistica (website), 2018, https://www.statista.com/
statistics/279100/number-of-offshore-rigs-worldwide-by-region/.
7 North Sea Commission, ‘CPMR North Sea Commission – Integration Approach to Sustainable Development in the North
Sea Region’ (Brussels & Gothenburg: North Sea Commission, 27 November 2017), http://cpmr-northsea.org/download/
cpmr-north-sea-commission-integration-approach-to-sustainable-development-in-the-north-sea-region/.
8 Port of Rotterdam, ‘Throughput Port of Rotterdam 2017’, press release, 15 February 2018), https://www.portofrotterdam.
com/en/news-and-press-releases/container-throughput-drives-growth-in-rotterdam.
9 UN, ‘UNCLOS 1982’, 1982, http://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention_agreements/ convention_overview_convention.
htm..
10 D. G. Gorman and June Neilson, eds., Decommissioning Offshore Structures (London; New York: Springer, 1998).
11Nancy Couling and Carola Hein, ‘Blankness: The Architectural Void of North Sea Energy Logistics’, Footprint 12, no. 23
(2018).

Offshore oil and gas operations are embedded into an expansive, rigid, abstract ordering system
which was swiftly established in response to the demands of the oil industry . Following significant
onshore gas finds in Groningen (NL) in 1959, the petroleum industry pressured the UK and Norwegian governments to proceed with national legislation on sovereignty over the seabed and natural
resources, eager to explore the hydrocarbon potential of the continental shelf. In March 1965, the
Norwegian and UK governments jointly agreed on their mutual maritime boundary and to divide the
North Sea into quadrants of one degree latitude by one degree longitude, which were subsequently
further subdivided into and thirty smaller blocks in the UK and twelve blocks of 15’ latitude by 20’
longitude (roughly 10 x 25 km) in Norway. The subdivision of the sea into blocks was deemed practical for further North Sea countries (excluding Germany), who subsequently followed suit in the interests of rapid petroleum exploration.12 This continuous extraction grid across the North Sea formalised
the offshore petroleumscape. It “operationalized” the sea into a productive territory – a term used by
Neil Brenner & Nikos Katsikas to describe the extremely rational design, management & coordination
of landscapes at an unprecedented scale in the service of capitalist urbanisation.13 The petroleum
grid became the state’s framework for issuing licenses to exploration companies anywhere on the
continental shelf and set the circulation of rigs, workforce, supplies and construction in motion.
The third UN Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982 then established a 200-nautical mile offshore
Exclusive Economic Zone for all coastal nations – a radical new spatial feature of unprecedented
global proportions that consumes around 36 percent of the world oceans and that unleashed further
planning activity as coastal nations began to organise this new offshore territory. The EU now requires
all littoral nations to produce Maritime Spatial Plans by 31 March 2021.14 Within these plans, logistical
space is the first priority.
Perpetual Circulation
In addition to the fixing of offshore borders, which have legally partitioned the sea space, the North
Sea territory is articulated by intersecting cycles of movement over differing temporal dimensions.
As discussed by Hein, “Time is a major site of competition” in relation to logistical demands on ports
and their cities.15 All biological, mechanical or chemical North Sea protagonists are in motion. The
sea itself is kinetic and in a constant state of transformation. Ancient cycles from 10,000 years ago
delivered high seas that flooded “Doggerland” in the central North Sea - a fertile plain of rivers, forests
supporting a thriving population. Monitored fish populations demonstrate the recent northward
movement of cod as the southern North Sea waters slowly increase in temperature – a movement
observed and pursued by UK fishermen.
Energy logistics circulates around the multiple nodes of intense technological, financial and human
activity offshore – the clusters of accommodation & production platforms and drilling rigs that make
up an operating oil or gas field. The highest concentration of offshore installations and flowlines/
pipelines in the whole North Sea was the Ekofisk complex, located at the southernmost extremes of
the Norwegian continental shelf, with water depths of 70–75 metres16. This complex of platforms,
12 Keith Chapman, North Sea Oil and Gas: A Geographical Perspective, Problems in Modern Geography (Newton Abbot a.o:
David & Charles, 1976).
13 Neil Brenner and Nikos Katsikis, ‘Is the Mediterranean Urban?’, in Implosions/Explosions. Towards a Study of Planetary
Urbanization (Berlin: Jovis, 2014), 248–59.
14 The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, ‘Directive 2014/89/EU’ (2014), http://eur-lex.europa.
eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2014.257.01.0135.01.ENG%20.
15 Carola Hein, ‘Temporalities of the Port, the Waterfront and the Port City | PORTUS – Port-City Relationship and Urban
Waterfront Redevelopment’, PORTUS: RETE Online Magazine 29 (June 2015), http://portusonline.org/temporalities-of-theport-the-waterfront-and-the-port-city/.
16 Harald Tønnesen and Gunleiv Hadland, Oil and Gas Fields in Norway- Industrial Heritage Plan (Stavanger: Norwegian
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wells, and pipelines became an international centre of work, recreation, and wealth production,
around which uninterrupted global activity has revolved. Called Ekofisk City17, partly due to this
complexity and partly due to a shift from temporary installations to more permanent facilities and
structures, this complex is exemplary of a new type of extended urban format which developed
offshore and with which two generations have engaged intensively. At the height of its construction
phase (1972), between 7-8000 workers were based at the Ekofisk field, circulating on “rig-tours” of 2
weeks on, four weeks off, and making up a population four times larger than most Norwegian coastal
towns.
North Sea oil and gas “nodes” are however also temporary. Both windparks and offshore extraction
& production platforms are given
a preliminary license of around 25
Despite the irregular dispersal of artefacts, the combination years. After 50 years of North Sea
of both fixed and mobile infrastructure weaving through the oil , many mature wells are dry
North Sea has tied single sites together into a viscous territory and over the next few decades,
of logistics. 600 oil and gas installations are
up for decommissioning and up to
25,000 offshore wind turbines due
for construction and decommissioning through “repowering”.
Decommissioning of offshore platforms is a huge logistical exercise. In April 2017 after ten years of
preparation, the “topside” of the Brent Delta platform- a Shell-operated platform located 115 miles
north-east of the Shetland Islands - was lifted onto the world’s largest ship, the “Pioneering Spirit”,
to be transported to the UK port of Hartlepool for dismantling and recycling. Brent Delta weighed
24,000 tons, was 131m tall, provided accommodation and recreational facilities for 161 workers and
included drilling equipment and a production plant; “all the facilities that were needed to produce
and export oil and gas”.18
A shifting, relational territory
The space of sea-borne energy logistics is continually reorganised by nations and corporations in
what Harvey and Brenner discuss as a process of ‘creative destruction’.19 This process produces differential, uneven spatial development in ongoing sequences at different rhythms determined by resource
availability and managerial decision-making in collaboration with the state at the industrial scale.
Giant infrastructural components are delivered back to land, new windparks laid out and installed,
and frequently trafficked maritime highways are defined by the IMO. The sea space is now planned,
monitored, excavated, mobilised for transport, and operationalised for energy production. These
developments consume space and create an unstable territory of shifting relations, which while in
constant movement, has lost its public dimension.
The North Sea has developed historically as a vital logistical space, first filled then emptied of
large-scale human interaction, narratives, and imagery. It has become a territory of extended

Petroleum Museum, 2011).
17 Stig Kvendseth K, Giant Discovery. A History of Ekofisk through the First 20 Years. (Norway: Phillips Petroleum Company,
1988).
18 David Wilkes, ‘How Do You Dismantle “the Mother of All Meccano Sets”?’, Daily Mail Online, 10 May 2017, http://www.
dailymail.co.uk/~/article-4493586/index.html.
19 David Harvey, The Urban Experience (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989); Neil Brenner, ‘Theses on Urbanization’, Public Culture 25,
no. 1 (69) (1 January 2013): 85–114, https://doi.org/10.1215/08992363-1890477.

urbanisation20, and a sprawling, palimpsestic petroleumscape21 with limited, specialised access. As
environmental considerations become urgent and fish stocks collapse, as the climate changes and
new generations of offshore infrastructure are both installed and dismantled, this logistical seascape
calls for a new phase of development steered by a major conceptual shift. Relational territories of
sea-borne circulation require holistic, flexible planning methods which are capable of incorporating the time-scales inherent in the sea itself and the imposed rhythms of human intervention.
Incorporating the public dimension implies embracing the rusting petroleumscape into new post-oil
spatial strategies – or as Rania Ghosn calls it “Living with Frankenstein”.22 Two generations of human
labour have been invested into the North Sea energy industry and cultures around the North Sea
have been profoundly affected by this sector. The sea has been urbanised physically and socially, it
contains artefacts classified as Industrial Cultural Heritage (Ekofisk field) and therefore requires urgent
consideration as a complex, constructed, contingent public realm.

20 Neil Brenner and Christian Schmid, ‘Towards a New Epistemology of the Urban?’, City 19, no. 2–3 (4 May 2015): 151–82,
https://doi.org/10.1080/13604813.2015.1014712.
21 Carola Hein, ‘Analysing the Palimpsestic Petroleumscape of Rotterdam’, Global Urban History Blog, 28 September 2016,
https://globalurbanhistory.com/2016/09/28/analyzing-the-palimpsestic-petroleumscape-of-rotterdam/.
22 Rania Ghosn, El Hadi Jazairy, and Design Earth, Geostories: Another Architecture for the Environment (New York: Actar,
2018).
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1913 – 1974 BANANAS
The railway also connected Vienna to trans-continental import routes from overseas—bananas
(exotic fruit at the time) shipped from Central
America to Hamburg arrived in the famous “banana
hall” of Vienna‘s Nordwestbahnhof.

Weed Have Never Been
Post-Modern.
Note from the logistic oriented
Australian planning

Birth and Death of the Smart City
Celebrating the birth and death of the Smart City phenomenon, it is advisable to reconsider the
genesis of territories from the unsustainable angle provided by such market-oriented process, and to
consider the emergence of shallow concepts feeding the speculative cities as only the rehash of nineteenth century’s ontological and economic mechanism. It seems more accurate than ever to analyse,
through a political philosophy of territory and landscape, the worldwide environmental ontology that
creates our logistic territories in order to avoid considering innovative what is pure survivalism cogs
facing the obsolescence programmed at the time of resilient anarchic capitalism’s ethics.
These mechanisms are usually based on an orchestrated acculturation of the ancestral land management to promote new forms of living conditions, unmanageable but inducible due to the absence
critical tools from the experts, government and civil society involved. The Modern principle of Tabula
Rasa, from a virgin space to civilisation, is what defines many economic territories developed out
of the miseries of the sixteenth (hygienist crisis) and seventeenth centuries (industrial crises). The
latter gave birth to the Western Australia based on the annihilation of local practices and customs, of
which the assimilation was unthinkable for a society that was solely concerned with the survival of
its Kingdom.
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It is for this very reason that it is interesting to question the model of the colonial Australian logistics
territories nowadays only perceived from globalised expertise. Places and their success should now
be questioned by a whole section of the environmental humanities that today is considered essential
to an ethical expansion of humans and non-humans over a reasoned geography. Following the Bruno
Latour Assumption as “we have never been postmodern” (Latour 1993), we will try to explore how
Australia still conducts pre-modern policies in a territory where exogenous and indigenous environment (weed) and territorial planning clash for 200 years.
Crepuscular liveability
To understand how an operating system has designed Western Australian urbanities, let us take
the example of the city of Perth at the extreme eastern tip of the continent. What is most intriguing
when we land and then wander in Perth is its revelation that Australia is this urban tinnitus that
makes town; buildings, infrastructures or zoning through which we do not feel the social vibration.
Like these autocratic plans in which civil society does not rise up, does not cling to the city. From the
plane we discover thousand miles of uninhabited areas separating the sober, elegant and crepuscular
“sim-city” from the rest of the world. In the wake of Australia’s economic vitality, almost all the major
Australian cities (Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide) are considered among the “world’s most liveable”,
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and Perth, the country’s fourth largest city considered the most isolated city in the world, is a fine
example of sustainable western colonisation, well-established and alive, distributed through the
nineteenth Century territorialisation process.
Thereby, at first glance, the reason of this city’s presence is not easy to identify. Isolated, artificial and
neat as ice, with long blue turquoise beaches with charm and yet ruined by unapologetic industrialisation, the reason of its localisation stays obscure. However, it is from its logistics that its emergence
and sustainability can be explained. Perth is the financial and logistic hub of the mining operations
of the gigantic uninhabited regions that surround it. While major Australian cities are located on the
East side, Perth that is more than 1,000 km away from any other urban centres is the logistics hub of
Australian vitality. Called by the current Prime Mister: a “Global Oil and Gas Hub”, its presence is only
due to the endless inhabited surrounding of mining extraction (Brueckner 2013). The country can be
proud of being still the incarnation of an effective neo-colonial practice; pure and simple exploitation
of the wealth of a country by an exogenous western civilisation without any economic and ethical
counterparts for the native population.
We can even think that Australia is the finest example of this territorial logistics developed in Europe
since the eighteenth century and here it finds its full resonance. Effective it is, cities are established
due to their ability to capitalise the maximum of the country’s resources, extracting and exporting
from their cities as neoliberal catapult. Australian efficient cities are designed to absorb any market
flexibility, population and infrastructure which must flow without hindrance. These Western criteria
in aboriginal lands decide today on the viability of these territories. Australian logistic territorial
planning would be most effective that the nineteenth century produced and more dramatic in terms
of environmental imperialism. Both Melbourne and Sydney reveal other varied mechanisms and give
their city much more inspiring resonance. Yet, the effectiveness of their planning is the very same
ontological mechanisms of a Western nineteenth century.
Back to Perth, its logistics having almost no relation with its closest neighbour Indonesia, if not for
holidays in Bali, it is now towards the triumphant China that the city turns to, projecting the biggest
airport to receive the dividends of the new world economic order.
In summary, to understand how an exogenous model of territorial expansion carrying the expansion’s
throes nowadays largely rejected is still considered valid, we must admit that the training of expert
in logistics and urbanism has placed the ontological and organically principles in the foreground. The
logistic territory is the product of a good old fashion globalisation and defined our spaces since more
than five centuries. Its biopolitics is so effective that we have even forgotten other sedentary reasons
(Huyssen 1995).
As Rosanvallon mentioned about the “parliament of the invisible” absent from democratic debates
(Rosanvallon 2014); decision makers do not even denigrate them as they no longer see them, the
modelisation of future urbanities is today unable to evaluate the trigger components of human clusters of premodern cities still operating today. It is this intangible, inalienable, and plastic reinterpretation of cultural indices that attempts to reactivate a whole multi-sectorial generation for whom urban
planning is not a real-estate tool, landscape the neoliberal cosmetics of sustainable development and
the community management a populist artefact. In order to operate a revitalising hermeneutic of
logistics territories, let us observe what the indigenous future proposes.
Indigenous future
The Globalisation from the Grassroots’ notion (Magnaghi 2005), has made it possible to rethink the
intangible factors of our landscapes and reconsider another human aggregation engine. Ontologically
and professionally globalised, it has been often difficult for us to grasp the fundamentals of ancient

cultures based on concepts, affects and spiritual vehicle profoundly foreign to our conceptions. However, flattered by economic indicators validating the strategic choice of their geographic location and
the consequent dividends allowed by their logistics, the advanced cultural and sustainable Australian
colonial cities are not only challenged by the First Nations robbed of their land but also disdained
in reasons of indigenous value in complete disagreement with what inherited from global western
standards.
Made more audible by the doubt expressed within Western expertise in view of the unsustainable ecological footprint of the logistic
and urban poles developed since the
The logistic territory is the product of a good old fashion
omnipotence of a single speculative
globalisation and defined our spaces since more than five
city standard (Chu, Sanyal 2015), the
centuries. Its biopolitics is so effective that we have even
gregarious mechanisms of implementaforgotten other sedentary reasons.
tion and communication of traditional
communities sometimes claim greatly
intimate understanding with the space that greets them that they remain elusive (Myers 2011). Thus,
several parameters give us quite a trouble to consider some traditional territorial process as a future
alternative. The following 3 parameters are always used by indigenous Australian to explicit the
reasons of fervent settlement (On Country), the foundation of cultural landscapes (Mapping), and the
acceptance of difficult living condition (Scarcity).
On country: It is the defining for Indigenous Australians to reside in their home land and live according to their rules: Principles that most Western, migrant and imperialist civilisation have a hard time
even integrating (the logistical territorialisation considered as the optimum stage of liberal economic
imperialism). Being on one’s soil for 60,000 years is an ontological factor which obviously influences
the social ecology of the native Australians and once uprooted from their territorial cosmology,
plunges them into a “fatal melancholy” (Salvado 1851) as they have dislodged it for 200 years of
revolting ongoing colonisation.
Mapping: Aboriginal art abounds with paintings representing geographical clues. Nevertheless, the
use of a cartography of the territory and its property to divide territories do not take place within the
aborigines’ clans. Taking possession of foreign lands, as pointed out in the essay “Geography, it serves
first, to make war” (Lacoste 1976), does not have recourse in many ancient cultures. Therefore, the
arrival on a specific territory should be accompanied by a ceremony of Aboriginal civility called ‘Welcome to the Country’ which invites foreign tribes to reside, for a time, at the invitation of the sovereign
peoples on their soil. But the idea of mapping other spaces to conquer them does not take place.
Thus, the space where this ceremony occurs is the aboriginal logistics territory where knowledge and
merchandise exchange happened, without the fact that the exploitation of the soil, land and communities could suffer. This humble ecological responsibility is often uneasy to understand for westerners.
Scarcity: In the cult Australian film Walkabout (Roeg 1971), the father with two children who flee in
the desert bush and are saved by an indigenous tribe in perfect harmony with their environment, is
a geologist: An essential expertise to the English coloniser to better vampirise the soil of this country
and develop the hub that will allow them to speculate on an environmental economy without
contributing to the sovereign people. These processes that have allowed our societies to develop
and that we would like to fight for today are simply incomprehensible to peoples for whom the very
principle of sustainability is an elucubration of offshore society. Japan understood it after 50 years of
global openness to return to local environmental ethics. The autochthonous people of Australia are
not so fortunate that the moral flange of the colonising people does not even allow them to be free
on its own soil.
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On Country, Mapping and Scarcity define some of the foundations of the first Australian milieu and
till now they are not integrated into any indigenous future planning (Jackson 2017). Ontologically,
such 60 000 years old culture presents no desire to be compatible with our western society’s cogs
defined since the 15th century globalisation.
As mentioned, the challenges of logistics territory are at the current source of settlements and
conflicts regarding the possession of strategic territories. This being said, the major acknowledgment
we can learn from the indigenous logistics strategies is the multi-scale reasoning that contributes to
the liveability and sustainability of ancients human settlement, when contemporary logistic exploitation process from very limited network is organised and focusing on minimum economic parameters
without any ontological or ecological understanding. It should help us understand that the success
story of the Australian liveable logistics territories and their favourable reception from Western values
is that this model representing a North / South resources vampirisation is no longer desired. The
mere fact that these logistical models still serve to exploit the ecological colonised country wealth for
invaders and do not present any indigenous cultural artefact in its daily life activity should inevitably
disqualify any western Australian urbanity in the ranking of the best liveable city.
Nevertheless, it still remains to have comprehensive vision of what an indigenous future logistics can
produce (not purely related to environmental speculation inherited from the eighteenth century), and
how we can apply autochthonous ethics on ecosophical logistic territories. Intention are all over and
yet the trigger for dramatic change in the speculative territorial management remains obscure.
Bit Territory
Thus, to understand the rush for our contemporary territorial dynamics and this consideration of
human settlements as pure and simple Supply Chains Capitalism, we may refer to what the expert in
political philosophy Michael Sandel recalled in the 1980s; when from Market Economy we became
Market Society (Sandel 1982). In the same way that the market sectorisation allows experts to
ruin the people’s lives without even realising while pursuing the success of a unilaterally acclaimed
economic model, the planners of our territories now use pure Anarco-Capitalism cogs as dematerialised transfer of knowledges without knowing their origins. If we could not yet mock the clichés of
our ever-changing global life as long as it can only add dividends to geographically rooted economy,
now this offender Bit Territorialisation has become toxic and criminal towards urban and community
settlement as was the neoliberal practice of finance towards economically secular anchors in one
culture and one soil.
The planners of the Australian logistics territories realise only recently that the western territorialisation never took into account the climate and the hydrological networks which were the sinequnun
conditions of precolonial settlements. The current extreme drought making cities unsustainable in
demand for tremendous amount natural resources demonstrates that this Mobile Urbanism only
helps to sustain former Capitalism system deeply anchored in territories which they holds (London,
Paris, New York). Without surprise, this Just in Time Workforce is advocate by those who will never
suffer from its unethical misdemeanour.
It is all the philosophy envisioned by the environmental humanities to rethink the Deep Ecology
(Naess 1989) of our Spatial Curriculum (Kuwako 2008, Augé 1998) beyond speculative economic
suicidal visions always requiring the continual destruction of their substance to exist.
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Nordwestbahnhof represents the last large inner-city logistics hub operating in Vienna.
Embedded in the social milieu on site, Tracing Spaces developed a networked cartography,
consisting of both the expertise of actors working and the experiences of objects processed
here. The insert introduces a selection of objects, reflecting the far-reaching route-network
and the political and economic interests characteristic for the different periods.
https://stadtinbewegung.tracingspaces.net/objects
Michael Hieslmair & Michael Zinganel | tracingspaces.net
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1938 PROJECTOR
Immediately after Austria‘s annexation by Nazi
Germany, the passenger terminal‘s main hall was
the site of the racist Nazi propaganda exhibition,
“The Eternal Jew”. It included a cinema with
an AEG film projector which, with exhibits and
objects for the show, were transported from
Munich by train.

Turbulence, territory and
global infrastructure in a new
world (dis)order
Jonathan Silver
Alan Wiig

Introduction
In a speech in early 2016, Lionel Barber, editor of the London-based Financial Times, argued we were
at the advent of a new era of planetary governance, terming it ‘Globalization 2.0’1 . Barber’s vision of
the world’s shifting political and economic forces offered an upbeat view of the future of capitalism in
which “[t]he old western-dominated Globalisation 1.0, which assumed the universality of one global
culture, has passed” but in which, “the reformers [will] prevail”. Barber might have been correct in
foretelling the end of North Atlantic dominance over global trade. However, he should have also
highlighted how this shift to a multi-polar world would further reinforce the uncertain, fragile underpinnings of the world economy, as regional and global powers compete for territorial and financial
control and the norms of trade and diplomacy are hastily disregarded.
In this new world (dis)order, global infrastructures and logistical networks are being deployed as
technologies of geopolitical intent and territorial ambition. The deployment of global infrastructure
to respond to uncertain economic futures through new and accelerated connection has led Hilyard
and Sol2 to suggest “we live in an age of what might be termed extreme infrastructure”. Waves
of reordering are accelerating as these technologies physically reinscribe space into politicized
territories aligned to a global power, its respective corporate interests and their logistics networks.
Airports, free-trade zones, logistics warehouses and data centers, port expansions and shipping
canal upgrades, continent-spanning road, rail and fuel transport projects have all become hallmarks
of an infrastructure-led attempt to secure competing national visions of capitalist growth. These
interdependent, trans-continental systems predicate extended processes of urbanization, resource
extractions, global production/supply chains and the everyday operations, flows and circulations of
the world economy. Within this emergent geography, as Keller Easterling notes3 , “[s]ome of the most
radical changes to the globalizing world are being written, not in the language of law and diplomacy,
but in these spatial, infrastructural technologies”. Amid this turbulence, focusing on the ways that
infrastructure and logistical networks restructure established patterns of trade built around an era of
industrial manufacturing and conventional understandings of international relations offers a way to
comprehend the shifting territories of the 21st century global economy.

1 Barber, L. Globalisation 2.0 — an optimistic outlook. The Financial Times Online (www.ft.com). https://www.ft.com/
content/3dffc316-bad3-11e5-b151-8e15c9a029fb (last accessed 17 December 2018).
2 Hilyard, N and X. Sol (2017). How infrastructure is shaping the world. CounterBalance. Source: http://www.counterbalance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Mega-Corridors.online.final_.pdf (last accessed 14 January 2018)
3 Easterling, K. (2014). Extrastatecraft: The Power of Infrastructure Space. New York City: Verso. P. 15.
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China’s infrastructural and logistical ascendency
Infrastructure-driven transformations of the underlying logistical networks of the world economy are
most prominent in China’s ascendant global power, evident across vast spaces of extraction, corporate
headquarter-nodes, corridors, and investment zones. The scale upon which these techno-territorial
transformations are occurring are visible across dozens of nation-states, highlighting how China has
used infrastructure as a tool of geopolitical intent and territorial ambition with investment stretching
from the borderlands of far western China, to north-west Europe.4 The launch of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) in late
2015 is but one example, equipped
The turbulence of competing economic powers operating with over $100 billion in capital
across territories and through ever intensifying configurations and designed to reshape the Asiaof technology have destabilized the moorings of globalization Pacific region into a new geopolitical,
at what seems to be a disorienting speed. logistical and territorial assemblage
where China acts as the primary
power5 . Relatedly, China’s $1 trillion
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) evokes but also exceeds the ancient, trans-national Silk Road trading
route, forming the foundation of China’s infrastructural-led geopolitics in the 21st century. This
revitalized Silk Road has heralded new and powerful spatial demarcations across land and ocean near
to and far from China’s territorial borders. These deployments are drawn around speculative visions of
the Chinese future, a future in which the global economic order has been definitively altered.
Strategic and state-sponsored investment funds like the AIIB finance infrastructure as part of geopolitical objectives pursued by China. Deployments of global infrastructure proceeding at haste in order
to operationalise new logistical flows of extraction and production. Consequently, a series of speculative mega-infrastructure projects are actualised in anticipation of what remain provisional futures.
Through the BRI and across sixty-plus countries, China is using global infrastructure and logistical
networks to integrate various circulations, flows and territories into its governing orbit. For instance
China-Pakistan relations are increasingly built around the various technological and territorial reconfigurations required to construct the $62 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor6 . The rehabilitation
of the deep-water port of Gwadar in south-western Pakistan has been crucial to Chinese ambitions
to access the Middle East and Gulf region. The aim is for China to territorially and technologically
cement a new economic relation with Pakistan that predicates dominance over the rapid circulations
of goods, finance and information across and beyond this strategic South Asian country.
In Africa, the growing focus on infrastructure-led growth has opened a period of intensive investment designed to integrate extractive hinterlands and generate new centres of economic activity into
the Chinese economic sphere. For instance the LAPSSET Corridor in Kenya is designed to hasten East
African natural-resource flows into a surging Indian Ocean economy that aligns to China’s Maritime
Silk Road7 and the ocean component of the BRI. It is made up of a series of global infrastructures
including the Lamu Port Project, new highways and railways stretching to South Sudan and Ethiopia,
international airports in Lamu, Isiolo, and Lake Turkana, new cities, and the proposed 700 megawatt
4 Wiig, A and J. Silver. (2019, early release) Turbulent presents, precarious futures: The urbanization of global infrastructure.
Regional Studies. https://doi.org/10.1080/00343404.2019.1566703
5 Ngai-Ling Sum (2018): The intertwined geopolitics and geoeconomics of hopes/fears: China’s triple economic bubbles
and the ‘One Belt One Road’ imaginary, Territory, Politics, Governance, DOI: 10.1080/21622671.2018.1523746
6 Hali, S. M., Shukui, T., & Iqbal, S. (2015). One belt and one road: impact on China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. Strategic
Studies, 34(4), 147-164.
7 Newhouse, L., & Simone, A. (2017). An introduction: Inhabiting the corridor: surging resource economies and urban life in
East Asia. Cityscapes: The Corridor, 3-5.

High Grand Falls Dam. The LAPSSET Corridor shows how Chinese (extra)statecraft, considered here
as geopolitics through infrastructure investment, predicates economic opportunities, territorial
transformation and technological deployment for countries in search of finance, growth and development. And yet such investment does not offer a benevolent future for these nation-states. Recent
moves by China to use debt as an instrument to take control of infrastructure built through various
forms of Chinese state and non-state finance is increasingly visible, suggesting a new phase in China’s
ambitions. The risk of the Kenya Railways Corporation defaulting on its loan from the Exim Bank of
China for technological upgrading of the Mombasa port and its logistical systems means that Chinese
control over this vital national infrastructure may fall beyond Kenyan government hands. With China
now owning 21.3% of Kenya’s external debt including 72% of its bilateral debt8 , infrastructural
and logistical investment may constitute a new iteration of the ‘debt trap’9 for nation-states seeking
infrastructure-led growth and development.
A turbulent present
Terms such as ‘The ‘Rise of China’ and the ‘Asian Century’ herald an approaching, if as-yet-undetermined, decline in North Atlantic capitalism as China uses infrastructure to assert its economic power
in nation-states such as Pakistan and Kenya. This infrastructure-led attempt to shift geographies of
trade, investment and circulation by China and the broader South are configured in a sometimes
coordinated, sometimes ad-hoc shift in the logistical underpinnings of the global economy away
from its North Atlantic centre and 500 years of dominance by the ‘West’. An era of globalization that
rose through the infrastructures of coloniality and imperialism is in retreat as new, surging networks
of trade, production and urbanization reshape the foundations of globalization and remake territories
into new constellations of logistical connection, circulation and infrastructural power.
It remains to be seen what type of conflicts will emerge due to these logistically-motivated, infrastructural reorderings that often involve China. As Seth Schindler and Miguel Kanai detail10, the recent
response by the US government to China’s financing of infrastructure development across much of
the global South has primarily come about through the creation of the International Development
Finance Corporation which attempts to mirror the impact of the BRI around US strategic economic
and military objectives.
The turbulence of competing economic powers operating across territories and through ever intensifying configurations of technology have destabilized the moorings of globalization at what seems
to be a disorienting speed. From the grandiose trading futures promised by proponents of Brexit to
Trump’s ill-planned trade war with China, alongside the rise of ethno-nationalist movements across
nation-states from Brazil to Germany and India to Italy, the world economy is entering a new era
of disorder. These matters force us to reconsider assumptions about the infrastructures of capitalist
globalization and the continent-spanning and ocean-crossing logistical flows that animate these
networks. Out of such currents have come protectionism and its ugly twin nativism, generating a
nascent political climate that has, alongside hatred of the ‘Other’, comprised a revolt against the motifs, logics and key assumptions of economic globalization itself and the neoliberal global order more
generally. This is happening after decades of careful, coordinated alignment of global infrastructure in
which the rules, agreements and governance of free trade have been forcefully imposed worldwide
under the auspices of a peaceful and prosperous world economic system.
8 Source: https://africacheck.org/reports/no-china-does-not-own-more-than-70-of-kenyas-external-debt/
9 Payer, C. (1975). The Debt Trap: The International Monetary Fund and the Third World (Vol. 376). NYU Press.
10 Schindler S. and J. M. Kanai. (2018) US sparks new development race with China – but can it win? The Conversation.
October 25. Source: http://theconversation.com/us-sparks-new-development-race-with-china-but-can-it-win-105203
(last accessed 2 January 2019).
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Today, barely a two years after Barber’s confident assertion of ‘Globalization 2.0’, the future already
looks much more precarious and fragile. The Trump election and the Brexit vote can be seen as
potentially hastening the decline of the ‘West’ and accelerating the rise of China and other Southern
powers. The Trump administration’s pull out of the Trans-Pacific Partnership means that initiatives
such as the BRI, backed by potential future investment of trillions of dollars, can reshape geopolitical
realities in ways no longer open to the US, the UK, or possibly even the European Union. Equally, such
undermining of global trade and diplomatic norms through new trade disputes, a staple of the Trump
administration, threaten to blow apart the very assumptions that have facilitated the ascendency of
Chinese state and non-state power so far beyond its borders, leaving much of its global infrastructure
obsolete or exposed to failure in a rapidly changing world economy. Threats of military conflict, in the
South China Sea for instance, offer a future in which disintegration and disorder come to characterize—again—the world system of economic trade and political order.
Infrastructural geopolitics and the logistical turn
The creation of and contestation over global infrastructure and logistics networks is reshaping territory across global Norths and Souths, with a similar degree of turbulence as during earlier phases of
globalization. We have articulated infrastructure as the materiality underlying global capitalism and
its logistical networks, intertwined within shorter-distance, regional circulations and flows, within
the ongoing restructuring of capitalism by and for global interests, both corporate and nation-state.
Amid the uncertainty of a multi-polar world economy, examining global infrastructure offers a means
of tracing out the contours of renewed political and economic turbulence. Global infrastructure and
logistics networks are at the heart of the material restructuring of world-spanning technological
systems, shaping new territorial formations, regimes of migration control and tariff wars, through to
the waves of political unease likely to amplify across societies, along with military standoff, low-level
conflict, and new forms of infrastructural-facilitated diplomacy, as well as emerging sites of protest.
Within the context of territorial destabilization via connections to (or separation from) new financial
circulations, it is likely that global infrastructure, inclusive of financing, design, siting, construction,
and linkages, will shift and morph to accommodate logistical networks and domains controlled by
new geopolitical powers. In this new world (dis)order, global infrastructure has become a weapon to
enforce territorial ambitions and logistical circulation across the geographies of ‘Globalization 2.0’.

Zone e corridoi logistici
in America Latina
Alessandro Peregalli

Globalizzazione e logistica in America Latina
E’ cosa nota che la globalizzazione neoliberista abbia messo a dura prova la sovrapponibilità tra la
mappa degli Stati nazionali e quella dei rispettivi capitali. La cancellazione dei limiti alla libera circolazione dei capitali nel mondo e il proliferare di trattati di libero commercio hanno portato a una profonda trasformazione nell’assetto produttivo mondiale, all’integrazione dei mercati, a delocalizzazioni
e alla moltiplicazione di zone economiche speciali e paradisi fiscali. Questa liberalizzazione normativa
del sistema-mondo capitalista rappresenta una sorta di costituzione formale della globalizzazione,
un “sistema di norme”, per riprendere la terminologia adottata dal geografo brasiliano Milton Santos
(2002).
A lungo i movimenti che si sono opposti alla globalizzazione e che videro il loro apice all’inizio del
secolo hanno centrato la loro denuncia proprio contro questo ordine normativo. Meno si è parlato,
tuttavia, del suo corollario, cioè del “sistema di oggetti”, della costituzione materiale della globalizzazione, che si è venuta poco a poco a formare a partire dalla profonda trasformazione della superfice
terracquea e dalla riorganizzazione tecnica dei territori.
Solo negli ultimi anni una serie di contributi teorici ha portato a identificare nella logistica la scienza
capitalista che ha in qualche modo diretto alcune delle trasformazioni centrali dell’assetto globale, a
partire soprattutto dalla cosiddetta “rivoluzione logistica” (Cowen 2014) degli anni ‘60, con l’adozione
a scopo commerciale del container, l’applicazione dell’informatica alla distribuzione delle merci e
le nuove logiche organizzative del supply chain managment e del just in time. Queste analisi hanno
progressivamente portato a un maggior interesse per le spazialità inedite dell’ordine globale, quell’insieme di zone, corridoi, hubs e canali che sostengono di fatto la fase di fortissima accelerazione nei
settori dei trasporti e delle telecomunicazioni.
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Deborah Cowen ha evidenziato come negli anni ‘90, proprio contestualmente alla firma del NAFTA, il
primo dei trattati di libero commercio che rispondevano agli imperativi del “Washington Consensus”,
alcune grandi lobbies iniziarono a chiedere una maggior azione del governo federale statunitense per
la costruzione di due corridoi logistici nordamericani, il CANAMEX e il NASCO (North America’s SuperCorridor Coalition), che non a caso vennero chiamati le “superautostrade del NAFTA” (Cowen 2014).
Un processo simile ha accompagnato, pochi anni dopo, il riordino territoriale dell’America latina, con
l’emergere dei mastodontici progetti dell’Iniciativa para la Integración de la Infraestructura Regional
Sudamericana (IIRSA) e del Plan Puebla Panamá (PPP). Questi piani sono stati frequentemente associati dalla letteratura critica latinoamericana ai progetti geopolitici regionali di potenze come gli Stati
Uniti e il Brasile, mentre un filone intellettuale anti-sistemico incentrato sul cosiddetto “neoestrat-
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tivismo” ha denunciato questi progetti come parte di una più ampia tendenza del capitale globale
a sottomettere i territori a partire dalla logiche che David Harvey ha definito “accumulazione per
spoliazione” (Harvey 2003). Senza negare l’importanza di questi approcci teorici e il loro vincolo con
la tradizione politica antimperialista e anticoloniale dell’America Latina, considero che l’adozione di
una prospettiva piú direttamente logistica e legata all’idea di una “politica dei corridoi” (Grappi 2016)
possa risultare efficace per interrogare aspetti centrali del modo in cui il subcontinente latinoamericano partecipa e si integra alle supply chains del capitalismo attuale.
Corridoi latinoamericani
Così come CANAMEX e NASCO rappresentarono il correlato materiale del NAFTA, lo stesso valse per
IIRSA e PPP rispetto al progetto dell’Area di Libero Commercio delle Americhe (ALCA), che venne
ideata nel 1994 in occasione del summit dell’Organizzazione degli Stati Americani (OSA) di Miami, e
discussa a Santiago de Chile nel 1998. Fu in quella sede che si stabilì che l’Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) formulasse un progetto “con l’obiettivo di favorire la partecipazione del settore
privato in progetti di infrastruttura locale e transnazionale”1. La proposta dell’IDB venne poi approvata
nell’incontro tra i presidenti sudamericani a Brasilia, nel 2000, dove si inauguró l’IIRSA. Oggi l’IIRSA
include ben 12 paesi e si compone di 563 progetti (161 già terminati, 165 in costruzione e gli altri
ancora sulla carta), con un investimento totale di 199 miliardi di dollari.2 Tra essi, il 90% sono progetti
di infrastruttura logistica, mentre il 9% sono progetti energetici.
Parallelamente, anche in Messico e Centro America si rafforzava l’interconnessione infrastrutturale: il
Plan Nacional de Desarrollo Urbano
(1995-2000) del presidente messiNell’estrema frammentazione socio-territoriale del continente cano Zedillo aveva per obiettivo la
latinoamericano, isole di “sviluppo” e di depredazione creazione di sette corridoi bioceanici
mineraria si intervallavano a più ampie aree di latifondo e di nel sud del paese lungo i quali colloforme socio-economiche “pre-capitaliste”. care industrie maquiladoras, miniere,
serre, inceneritori, pozzi petroliferi e
canali (Barreda 2002: 2). Il progetto
si espanse nel 2002 a tutta l’area centroamericana, con l’inaugurazione del PPP, e arrivó a includere la
Colombia nel 2006, cambiando il nome in Projecto Mesoamérica.
Leggere la storia di questi progetti a partire da una propesttiva logistica3 può aiutare a capire come
la produzione di infrastruttura e la creazione di corridoi siano oggi tra le “operazioni” centrali del
capitalismo, sempre più impermeabili agli indirizzi politici e geopolitici adottati dai governi, e sempre
più interconnesse alle dimensioni dell’estrazione e della finanza (Mezzadra, Neilson 2015).
In entrambi i casi, si trattava di progetti che facevano parte dell’ALCA e che rispondevano alla logica
di integrazione neoliberale del “regionalismo aperto”, basata nell’abbattimento delle tariffe e nella
libera circolazione dei capitali. Quello che di interessante hanno mostrato gli anni successivi è stato il
rafforzamento di questi corridoi anche quando il paradigma del regionalismo aperto e la stessa ALCA
vennero mandati in soffitta, come accadde in occasione del summit di Mar del Plata del 2005, grazie
all’opposizione dei presidenti venezuelano, brasiliano e argentino Hugo Chavez, Lula da Silva e Nestor
Kirchner. E’ stato invece, paradossalmente, proprio da allora che, con il cosiddetto ciclo progressista
nella regione, gli stati hanno potuto finanziare il maggior volume di investimenti destinati all’IIRSA.
Profondamente funzionale all’estrazione ed esportazione di commodities4 verso i centri capitalisti,
1 https://www.cepal.org/sites/default/files/events/files/ddr8econsenso_de_santiago_0.pdf.
2 www.iirsa.net.
3 cfr. Peregalli, Alessandro (in corso di pubblicazione, 1 e 2)
4 Per commodities si intendono quelle materie prime e prodotti primari il cui prezzo si stabilisce nei mercati finanziari at-

l’integrazione logistica latinoamericana ha rappresentato la struttura portante di piattaforme politicamente diverse. Il caso dell’IIRSA è particolarmente esemplificativo. Affossato l’ALCA nel momento
di maggior forza delle spinte progressiste e rinnovatrici in Sudamerica contro l’imperialismo USA,
l’IIRSA è stata riconvertita come baricentro del nuovo progetto di integrazione UNASUR (Unione delle
nazioni sudamericane), promosso da Lula. Nel nuovo contesto, parallelamente alla crescita del peso
della Cina nelle relazioni commerciali con il Sudamerica, l’IIRSA si è progressivamente adeguata al
tentativo di connettere il più efficientemente possibile il Brasile alla costa del Pacifico. Per farlo si è
dato ampio sfoggio a una retorica di progresso che vedeva importantissimi biomi come l’Amazzonia
o la Cordigliera come niente più che ostacoli ingenieristici, oltre che come immensi spazi “vuoti”,
con una terminologia che riprende esplicitamente la cartografia coloniale e che invisibilizza le molte
territorialità subalterne (indigeni, contadini, popolazioni afrodiscendenti o tradizionali) che li abitano.
A partire dal 2003, con una ricapitalizzazione e una riforma della banca pubblica di investimenti BNDES (Banco Nacional do Deselvolvimento), il governo brasiliano permise a quest’ultima di finanziare
progetti fuori dal Brasile. Il flusso di credito del BNDES, favorito grazie all’impennata dei prezzi delle
commodities e a una politica fiscale di privatizazione indiretta del fondo di consumo dei lavoratori,
si diresse soprattutto verso le imprese brasiliane della costruzione come Camargo Correa, Odebrecht,
Andrade Gutierrez, che si aggiudicarono concessioni in tutto il continente. Ma l’intervento pubblico
favorì anche altre imprese strategiche come l’impresa petroliera pubblica Petrobrás e la mineraria
Vale. In molti casi la transnazionalizzione di queste imprese mediante la costruzione di corridoi logistici ha portato a violenti scontri con le comunità locali di altri paesi. Il caso più emblematico è stato
il progetto di costruzione dell’autostrada Villa Tunari-San Ignacio de Moxos in Bolivia, che avrebbe
dovuto attraversare il Territorio Indígena y Parque Nacional Isiboro Secure (TIPNIS), area protetta
dalle norme internazionali e dalla stessa costituzione boliviana. La concessione era stata data alla
costruttrice brasiliana OAS, però nel 2011 una forte resistenza dei popoli indigeni della zona bloccò il
progetto.
Nel 2007 venne creato il PAC (Programa de Aceleração do Crescimento), un piano per lo sviluppo
dell’infrastruttura nel territorio brasiliano. Sovrapponendosi a diversi corridoi dell’IIRSA, il PAC ha dato
vita ad alcuni dei progetti più ambiziosi e, in molti casi, forieri di conflitti con le popolazioni spossessate, come la centrale idroelettrica Belo Monte, la ferrovia-idrovia del Tapajós e le ferrovie Norte-Sul
e FIOL (Ferrovia de Integração Leste-Oeste), o con gli stessi lavoratori incaricati della costruzione
dell’opera, come nel caso del violentissimo scontro che ha visto protagonisti gli operai dell’idroelettrica di Jirau, sul Rio Madeira, nello stato di Rondônia, nel 2011 (Zibechi 2011).
Oggi un fenomeno simile a quello dell’accelerazione dell’IIRSA in un periodo di egemonia regionale
“progressista” si potrebbe verificare nel Proyecto Mesoamérica. Non è un caso che l’iniziativa più
discusso e di maggior rilevanza strategica del nuovo governo messicano di Andrés Manuel López
Obrador sia proprio la costruzione del corridoio intermodale Coatzacoalcos-Salina Cruz lungo l’Istmo
di Tehuantepec. Il progetto permetterebbe di velocizzare radicalmente i trasporti tra Golfo del Messico
e Oceano Pacifico, e per la sua implementazione è già stata disposta la creazione di una vasta Zona
Economica Speciale (ZES).
Zone e enclaves in America Latina
Se i cicli geopolitici che hanno attraversato l’America latina negli ultimi decenni non hanno messo
in questione la centralità della costruzione di infrastruttura logistica con il doppio fine di accelerare il
ciclo di circolazione delle merci e di garantire una “soluzione spaziale” al capitale finanziario (Harvey
traverso un tipo particolare di strumento speculativo chiamato future. Sono oggi considerate commodities non solo vecchie
e nuove risorse minerarie come oro, argento, petrolio crudo, rame, gas naturale, minerale di ferro, litio e cobalto ma anche
prodotti agro-industriali come soia, mais e grano.
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2014: 155), la stessa continuità si è data sul piano della governance dei territori e della moltiplicazione delle eccezionalità territoriali.
L’estrema frammentazione socio-territoriale del continente latinoamericano è un’eredità dell’epoca
coloniale, in cui isole di “sviluppo” e di depredazione mineraria si intervallavano a più ampie aree di
latifondo e di forme socio-economiche “pre-capitaliste”. Queste antiche “enclave” minerarie sono state
modernizzate e affiancate, in tempi recenti, da altre di tipo diverso come le cosiddette maquiladoras5,
le enclave turistiche e zone franche di diverso tipo. Oggi n America latina ci sono oggi più di 600
zone all’interno di 23 paesi e dove operano 10,800 compagnie e 1,700,000 lavoratori (AZFA 2018)6.
Una tipologia interessante è quella che Alfredo Falero (2011) ha chiamato “enclave informatiche”, tra
cui spiccano le cosiddette “città modello” dell’Honduras e Zonamérica in Uruguay. Sono zone dove si
concentrano attività di logistica, call center e produzione di software e dove i capitali transnazionali
approfittano del basso costo della manodopera qualificata dei paesi “periferici”. Negli ultimi anni
sono sorte ZES anche in paesi governati da regimi “socialisti”: è il caso del porto cubano del Mariel,
ristrutturato da Odebrecht sulla spinta dell’aumento del commercio con la Cina; e soprattutto dell’Arco Minero dell’Orinoco in Venezuela, dedito all’estrazione petrolifera e mineraria con capitali tanto
cinesi7, russi e canadesi come della statunitense Chevron, che occupa il 12% del territorio nazionale
ed è direttamente connesso da due corridoi dell’IIRSA.
L’America Latina nell’orbita cinese
Tanto lo sviluppo di un’imponente piattaforma logistica lungo hubs e corridoi, che la proliferazione
delle zone, rispondono a tendenze di fondo dell’attuale fase dello sviluppo capitalistico globale,
dove ad imporsi sono sempre più capitali e logiche organizzative cinesi. Se riprendiamo la teoria di
Giovanni Arrighi secondo cui il sistema capitalista si sviluppa storicamente a partire dalla coesistenza
delle due logiche di tipo capitalista e territorialista (Arrighi 1999), assistiamo oggi nello scenario
latinoamericano da un lato alla fine del ciclo progressista e a un riallineamento geopolitico di molti
paesi agli Stati Uniti, dall’altro all’affermarsi della Cina come principale attore economico. Quest’ultima è oggi il principale partner commerciale e di investimenti del Sudamerica, e non è un caso che già
diversi paesi, vari dei quali politicamente molto vicini a Washington, sono già stati attratti nell’orbita
del faraonico progetto logistico della Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) o “Nuova Via della Seta”8. Se il
ritorno a una stretta alleanza con gli USA ha messo in crisi l’architettura istituzionale multilaterale del
MERCOSUR e dell’UNASUR, e la crisi economica e inchieste giudiziarie come la brasiliana Lava Yato
hanno ridotto il peso delle imprese startegiche brasiliane nell’IIRSA, questo non ha significato che i
corridoi e i progetti su cui questa poggiava non siano oggi più strategici che mai. Ne sono esempi l’inclusione dell’idrovia Paraná-Paraguay nella stessa BRI, il memorandum firmato da Cina, Brasile e Perù
per la costruzione di una ferrovia biocanica e il forte aumento di investimenti cinesi nell’infrastruttura
portuale amazzonica. Più a nord, il tentativo, per ora fallito, dell’impresa cinese HKND di costruire un
canale transoceanico in Nicaragua, il riavvicinamento diplomatico tra Cina e Panama e l’ampliamento
5 Sorte originariamente in Messico nella zona di frontiera con gli Stati Uniti, le maquiladoras sono industrie di assemblaggio di componenti industriali. Il Programa Maquila si basava sull’utilizzo dei “vantaggi comparativi” del Messico in termini
di costo della manodopera per la delocalizzazione di alcune attività labour intensive fuori dal territorio statunitense ma
in prossimità geografica con quello. Caratterizzate da normativa speciale di diritto del lavoro, queste industrie si possono
per alcuni versi associare alle ZES, anche se formalmente non si considerano tali. Negli ultimi decenni le maquiladoras e in
generale l’industria di assemblaggio si sono diffuse in molti altri paesi dell’America Latina, generalizzando quel processo di
streatching the factory che rappresenta un elemento centrale della logistica contemporanea.
6 www.asociacionzonasfrancas.org.
7 Nella zona cinese, il tipo di governance che si è stabilito prevede la completa adozione della legislazione cinese (José Angel
Quintero Weir in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eF6ti51z2y4).
8 I paesi che finora hanno partecipato agli incontri diplomatici relativi alla BRI sono Panama, Bolivia, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Venezuela e Cile.

del suddetto canale sono ulteriori elementi che testimoniano lo spostamento sul Pacifico del centro
economico mondiale e la progressiva integrazione dell’America latina alla sfera economica asiatica.
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Note sulla logistica
portuale e i luoghi di
transito delle merci

Andrea Bottalico

Note di campo sui porti: il punto di partenza
L’interesse verso gli spazi portuali risale al 2009, periodo in cui vivevo a Marsiglia. Erano gli anni dei
preparativi al grande evento “Marseille Provence 2013” che designò la città come capitale europea
della cultura, un’operazione che riguardava progetti di speculazione immobiliare e di riqualificazione
di interi quartieri, tra cui quelli a ridosso del porto. Ciò che inizialmente appariva come semplice
curiosità di conoscere e osservare una nuova città disseminata da cantieri e lavori in corso diventò
oggetto di approfondimento in un reportage scritto per la rivista di inchieste sociali Napoli Monitor
dal titolo “Marsiglia cambia pelle” (novembre 2009). Dieci anni dopo e con il senno di poi, è possibile
rintracciare in quel periodo il punto di partenza, e affermare che in quell’occasione furono gettate le
basi per un indirizzo di ricerca tuttora in corso.
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All’epoca non mi era ancora chiara la differenza tra porto commerciale e porto industriale, tra logistica
di distribuzione e logistica di produzione, in altre parole non riuscivo ancora a dare significati a
certi concetti, né a rispondere o a formulare domande del tipo cos’è un porto, qual è la sua funzione
all’interno della catena marittimo-logistica, chi sono i principali attori, quali i conflitti. La riflessione
si orientava piuttosto sui cambiamenti della città portuale nel suo insieme, sul rapporto tra queste
due categorie distinte e intrecciate. Il cineasta francese Denis Gheerbrant proprio quell’anno aveva
realizzato La république Marseille, composto da sette documentari che raccontavano questa enorme
operazione immobiliare e di riqualificazione in corso; La redazione della rivista di critica sociale
CQFD realizzava le prime inchieste sulla città. Lo scenario che appariva era quello di un processo di
trasformazione radicale e codificato, di lungo termine, già avvenuto in altre città portuali, un processo
che tra le altre cose tendeva a separare di netto la città dal suo porto. Con il tempo tutte le attività e le
operazioni di carico e scarico merci erano state dislocate lontano dal centro e dai turisti in arrivo, verso
Fos.-sur-Mer e il Gran porto marittimo, mentre in città attraccavano le navi da crociera e i traghetti
passeggeri provenienti dalla Corsica, dall’Algeria. La Joliette si prestava a diventare il centro direzionale, con la torre della compagnia marittima franco-algerina CMA CGM che sovrastava ogni cosa.
Queste dinamiche erano più o meno visibili agli occhi di chi s’interrogava criticamente sulla realtà
circostante. Tuttavia ciò che si sottraeva allo sguardo, fino a scomparire al di qua dei divieti di accesso
e dei varchi, era proprio quello spazio parcellizzato dei flussi marittimo-logistici in cui scalano le navi
da carico, laddove transitano le merci. Lo spazio portuale con le sue attività, operazioni, movimentazioni, gru di banchina, con la sua comunità umana che ci ruota intorno.1

1 L’autore ringrazia Gloria Pessina per il confronto e i commenti critici al testo
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I porti come luoghi, spazi, zone
Lo sforzo di definire i porti è stato un esercizio mentale ricorrente, e riflette in parte i risultati di
tre anni di ricerca per una tesi di dottorato sui sistemi comparati del lavoro portuale in Europa. Ho
studiato i casi di Genova e Anversa in particolare, dove ho trascorso otto mesi per la ricerca sul campo
nel Northern Range. La stessa definizione di Porto è cambiata dopo ogni osservazione empirica, dal
momento che non esiste un porto uguale all’altro. Forse l’immagine dell’arcipelago può venirmi in
soccorso per rendere meglio l’idea: i porti sono tante “isole” con caratteristiche più o meno analoghe
– non solo strutture di servizio alla nave e alla merce, ma integratori di un sistema (Bologna, 2010)
–, e l’arcipelago portuale potrebbe rappresentare un insieme di porti con condizioni socio-economiche, vincoli materiali, istituzionali, fisici e strutturali non tanto dissimili tra loro. L’arcipelago portuale
italiano tuttavia è estremamente variegato, comprende cinquantotto porti di rilevanza strategica
nazionale, riorganizzati in quindici Autorità di Sistema Portuale che rappresentano i nodi della catena
logistica del trasporto merci, in continuità con i corridoi della rete transeuropea dei trasporti che
collegano l’Italia all’Europa, dal Baltico all’Atlantico, e alle reti del Mediterraneo (per una disamina sui
corridoi si veda Pennati, 2013; Garavaglia, 2017).
I porti “sono un cerchio”, come affermò un lavoratore intervistato a Genova, per sottolineare l’intreccio
tra regimi del lavoro e spazi della logistica portuale, la separazione tra un dentro e un fuori tanto
immaginaria quanto reale – cosa che poi ho osservato ad Anversa, Amburgo, Rotterdam, Le Havre.
Spesso si sono rivelati come un labirinto, un microcosmo contraddittorio in costante decomposizione,
l’immagine speculare delle città a cui appartengono e da cui lentamente si dissociano – come ho potuto constatare a Napoli, Marsiglia, Trieste, Koper, Livorno. I porti sono il riflesso di ciò che si manifesta
all’esterno, nonostante le trasformazioni che hanno investito le città portuali negli ultimi decenni. Le
analisi sulla riconfigurazione spaziale dei paesaggi portuali hanno posto l’accento sulla transizione dai
porti come spazi ai porti come luoghi. Eppure bisognerebbe sottolineare anche il processo inverso, dai
porti come luoghi ai porti come spazi, in linea con le riflessioni teoriche di Castells (2002). L’emergere
di uno spazio dei flussi sancisce in termini spaziali la fine dell’organizzazione taylor-fordista che vede
la concentrazione di tutte le attività nella fabbrica, l’internalizzazione di tutta la produzione in una
unità verticale (Pflieger, 2006). Se per logistica intendiamo l’insieme di quelle attività che concorrono
alla circolazione e distribuzione delle merci su scala globale, non c’è dubbio che la catena marittimologistica oggi sia uno dei vettori essenziali per la creazione ed estrazione di valore nel capitalismo
contemporaneo (Wilmsmeier & Monios, 2015). La circolazione2 è diventata parte del processo di
produzione stesso, mentre la competizione è passata dal livello d’impresa a quello della supply chain.
I porti sono gli snodi principali delle catene del valore, il perno centrale delle supply chains e delle
reti di produzione globali, al di là del loro radicamento in zone, spazi o luoghi specifici. Negli ultimi
decenni i porti hanno subito un cambiamento di paradigma, avvenuto in parallelo a un nuovo modo
di concepire la distanza: non più l’unità chilometrica, ma il tempo è diventato il nuovo parametro
per misurare lo spazio. Come ha scritto Tennessee Williams, “Il tempo è la distanza maggiore tra due
luoghi”. Bonacich e Wilson hanno coniato questo cambio di paradigma come “rivoluzione logistica”
(Bonacich e Wilson, 2008).
Notteboom e Rodrigue hanno introdotto il concetto di “regionalizzazione portuale” per sottolineare
il processo di decentramento distributivo dentro un network regionale, in cui l’efficienza deriva dagli
alti livelli d’integrazione con i sistemi di distribuzione del trasporto interno (2005). Gli studi sugli
spazi portuali hanno subito un cambiamento epistemologico nella concettualizzazione del porto,
da una singola entità spaziale fissa a una rete di terminal che operano su diverse scale. Oltre alla
2 Nel Grundrisse, Marx afferma che la distribuzione non sta a fianco o all’esterno della produzione come una sfera
autonoma, concludendo che produzione, distribuzione, scambio e consumo, sebbene non identici, formano tutti i membri
di una totalità, distinzioni all’interno di un’unità (1857).

relazione tra porto e città, la letteratura ha focalizzato l’attenzione sullo sviluppo delle reti marittime
o degli hinterland, gettando così uno sguardo sull’intera catena marittimo-logistica, sulle funzioni
portuali nel contesto della globalizzazione e sulla dissoluzione degli spazi portuali, che restano da un
lato territorialmente radicati e dall’altro deterritorializzati attraverso il processo di regionalizzazione
(Ducruet & Lee, 2006).
Genova per esempio è situata nella regione portuale dell’alto Tirreno. Verso l’interno, a causa della
mancanza di spazi, l’interporto di Rivalta Scrivia è posizionato a settantacinque chilometri di distanza
da Genova, lungo il tratto ferroviario che collega il porto Ligure con i mercati di riferimento – la cosiddetta catchment area. Più di centocinquanta servizi di linea collegano Genova con oltre quattrocento
porti nel mondo. Il porto di Anversa invece è al centro del Northern Range. Considerato come uno dei
porti più efficienti al mondo, è situato
e si sviluppa lungo il fiume Schelda,
a circa cento chilometri di distanza
I porti “sono un cerchio” - diceva un lavoratore
dal Mare del Nord. L’ansa del fiume è
intervistato a Genova - per sottolineare l’intreccio
sezionata da spazi suddivisi, magazzini e
regimi del lavoro e spazi della logistica portuale.
depositi. Il paesaggio circostante è piatto,
a differenza del porto di Genova che si
ritrova stretto nella morsa tra il mare e la
dorsale Appenninica. A nord del fiume Schelda, i confini tra Paesi Bassi e Belgio attraversano le due
sponde, non lontano da un villaggio fantasma nei pressi della centrale termonucleare, i cui abitanti
sono stati costretti ad andare via. Il porto di Anversa si estende su una superficie di 13.057 ettari, con
160 chilometri di lunghezza di banchina. All’interno dell’area portuale sono presenti circa 530 ettari
di magazzini. I confini geografici dell’area portuale – il “cerchio” –, sanciti da una legge, ribadiscono
la distinzione spaziale tra un dentro e un fuori, in particolare definiscono la differenza tra lo status del
lavoro all’interno dell’area portuale e appena all’esterno.3 Nei territori predisposti per la manipolazione, lo stoccaggio e la movimentazione delle merci la delimitazione di aree e spazi è cruciale. Nei porti
del Belgio le attività logistiche si collocano anche in prossimità dei confini dell’area portuale, appena
all’esterno, dove la regolazione sul lavoro di chi movimenta o manipola la merce non è applicabile.
Ciò implica la possibilità per gli operatori logistici di svincolarsi dalla regolazione, di utilizzare forza
lavoro tramite agenzie interinali, non sindacalizzata, migrante, più economica, più flessibile rispetto ai
lavoratori portuali riconosciuti e registrati, gli unici che hanno il diritto di svolgere il lavoro all’interno
dei confini geografici del porto.

tra

I porti infine sono zone in cui transitano i flussi di merce in import o in export. Come ha sottolineato Vando Borghi, il dispositivo della Zona è il modello organizzativo territoriale che emerge dalla
crescente proliferazione di molteplici soluzioni territoriali a obiettivi economico-commerciali: EPZ
(Export Processing Zone), SEZ (Special Economic Zone), FTE (Free Trade Zone), SIP (Science Industrial
Park), QIZ (Qualifying Industrial Zone). Dotata di ampia autonomia e libera dai vincoli delle regolazioni, la Zona si presta a essere interpretata come “eterotopia”, del tutto in linea con i princìpi economici
ai tempi delle catene globali del valore (Borghi, 2017; Borghi, Dorigatti, Greco, 2016; Bach, 2011;
Foucault, 1998).
Un decreto legge del 2017 ha sancito l’istituzione delle zone economiche speciali in Italia, zone
geograficamente delimitate e chiaramente identificate, che comprendono almeno un’area portuale.
Le zone economiche speciali puntano ad attrarre investimenti anche dall’estero nei grandi porti per
agganciare i flussi di merci nel Mediterraneo che passano per il Nord Africa e il canale di Suez, fino
3 La legge portuale in Belgio prevede che solo lavoratori portuali riconosciuti e registrati hanno il diritto di svolgere il lavoro
portuale nell’area del porto: tre nozioni quindi (riconoscimento dei lavoratori portuali, definizione di lavoro portuale e area
portuale) inquadrano i vincoli legali nei porti del Belgio.
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ad arrivare alla Cina, con i suoi investimenti faraonici per la Nuova Via della Seta, il più importante
progetto logistico e infrastrutturale globale dell’età contemporanea.
Note di campo sui porti: una traccia di ricerca in corso
Dopo l’avvento del container, la competizione odierna ha dunque luogo lungo la totalità della catena
logistica, in generale formata dalle attività marittime, dalla movimentazione delle merci nello spazioluogo-zona portuale e dai servizi di trasporto nell’hinterland (Meersman et al., 2009). Tre dimensioni
integrate che vedono i porti al centro, investiti da tensioni e forze che tendono a mutarne l’immagine
idealizzata del passato. Sebbene in un porto universale vengano movimentate varie tipologie di
merci, il container – l’unità di gestione, di stoccaggio e di trasporto – rappresenta “la merce” più importante nelle statistiche a causa del valore aggiunto che crea, delle economie di scala che produce,
della filiera e della molteplicità di attori che coinvolge dall’origine alla destinazione. A tal proposito
sarebbe interessante gettare uno “sguardo intermodale”, realizzare un’operazione di “shadowing” del
container allo scopo di seguire il suo percorso reticolare, secondo la logica multimodale di un itinerario. Il container è il simbolo della rivoluzione costitutiva della catena marittimo-logistica.
Oggi entrare in un porto è molto difficile a causa dei protocolli di sicurezza e della parcellizzazione
in banchine date in concessione a operatori logistici privi di quella che viene definita dagli addetti
“cultura della trasparenza”. Cosa avviene di preciso dietro quelle mura, quei varchi di accesso e quei
cancelli sempre più distanti dalle città? Chi vive – e muore – sul ciglio di quelle banchine? Per definire le dinamiche della trasformazione degli spazi portuali e retroportuali, descrivendo i luoghi, le zone
e gli attori coinvolti, è opportuno raccontare i processi di (ri)organizzazione e articolazione dei territori
logistici a seguito delle trasformazioni tecnologiche e infrastrutturali imposte dall’accelerazione dei
flussi di merci.
Uno sguardo sui porti permette di dischiudere dinamiche che si propagano al di fuori di essi, come
tanti cerchi concentrici. Analizzare i porti consente quindi di riflettere su uno spazio / zona / luogo
intermedio, in cui una manciata di imprese multinazionali gestisce volumi e traffici attraverso interconnessioni capillari e network globali. Il ruolo dei porti non può essere compreso in assenza di una
critica al loro contesto di natura capitalistica.
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The Place of All Things:

Shenzhen, Alibaba, and
the Oriental Bazaar

Matthew Hockenberry

When Western eyes follow the snaking path of the supply chain to its distant ends, they find there
surprisingl familiar things. In what should be a diverse and many-faceted site, there is a reliable regularity. It is as though there is a single assembliatoric aperture through which the world can truly be
seen. They sometimes find factory floors, rows of workers, hands gloved and faces masked, and they
attempt, then, to offer an unmasking. But the site I am concerned with is the one comprised of massive markets filled with endless items, stored in booths and boxes waiting in preparative purchase.
It is here that we find the liminal site of global logistical assembly. In the space of the Shenzhen
markets in southern China and the digital designs of Alibaba, we find a history of Western fascination
with the “Oriental bazaar” that has produced the imagination of a logistical territory which promises
an approach to the otherwise unaccessible landscape of global supply.
It would be difficult—if not impossible—to identify the first reference to the Shenzhen markets
in the contemporary discourse of global production. The one presented by bunnie huang at the
beginning of 2007 has at least some claim to an originary moment. The frequency with which huang
is referenced in later accounts is suggestive, as is his inclusion of many of the markers that would
constitute the site’s production as a well-formed logistical imaginary. Along with the genre-defining
tour of the market’s vast space and the obligatory litany of the the market’s merchandise, there is a
soon-to-be familiar fascination with the illicit promises of unauthorized assembly and unsanctioned
supply. The Huaqiangbei Market, huang explains, has every kind of electronic component imaginable,
“reels of resistors and capacitors, ICs, inductors, relays, pogo pin test points, voltmeters,” and—in a
fitting turn of phrase—“trays of memories.”1
It may be surprising that huang details the market’s components, rather than its composed. But
indeed, most accounts of Shenzhen begin not with manufacture ready-made, but with it in-themaking. While one can find the emblematic objects of global assembly for sale here—the mobile
phones, tablets, power banks, and drones that saturate commercial advertisement—this is not, we
are told, an entirely ordinary site of consumption. Amid the “fast…whirling…chaos” of the market
there is the promise of a more unexpected sort of encounter, one where any hapless consumer might
be swept up into a wholly unfamiliar world of parts and pieces, only to emerge further down the
supply chain than where they had been when they first began. The distinction between wholesale
and retail has always been more ambiguous in China, with markets serving as both distribution
centers and consumer outlets. But in the “electronics capital of the world” we are presented with a
place so flexible that it seems that anyone “can build a smartphone from scratch in a couple of hours,”
1 bunnie huang, “Akihabara, Eat Your Heart Out,” bunnie:studios (January 31, 2007)
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where an otherwise casual consumer might “walk into a multi-story component mall on Huaqiang
North Road, point at a few things...and in half an hour [be] a phone manufacturer.”2 Shenzhen is
imagined as a consumptive space capable of containing the global system of production, but this
is not to suggest that it makes it comprehensible. As huang would latter write of the SEG Building
Market, “my eyes fell out of my head when I saw it.”3
Stories of the Shenzhen markets have become a recurring point of entry for accounts of global
electronics supply chain. With appearances in periodicals as varied as Wired, Technology Review,
Businessweek, Vice, and The New York Times, articles that begin with a visit to the imagined space
of this logistical landscape have become so numerous they could fill a few market stalls of their
own, their framing so consistent that they might as well constitute a new genre of logistical inquiry.
They’ve even been adapted to other mediums, where lists of shops and subassemblies are exchanged
for Youtube videos composed of shaky camera shots twisting and turning through floors of wildly
variable brightness.
The effect of these accounts is to produce Shenzhen as a site of almost otherworldly mystique, some
combination fairy-tale, science-fiction future, and ancient origin myth. Deng Xiaoping drew a circle
around a southern fishing village, the legend goes, and carved out a free market in socialist China. In
these “rags to riches” stories, Shenzhen’s transformation from the parochial to urbane, and from the
local to the global, becomes something like a Chinese version of the American dream. But it also becomes part wild west and outlaw fortress. Beholden only to the free market, it is imagined as a place
devoid of legal restriction. After all, there are objects here that come in colors never originally offered,
with features never before advertised. Indeed, the nature of the merchandise on sale seems to stretch
a more conventional understanding of authenticity. In the space of shanzhai the original and the copy
can stand in close proximity. Customers might choose between imitations of established designs and
novel, but unauthorized, assemblies borne of creative acts of reconfiguration. As a genre, the stories
of Shenzhen seem to draw from both Rossetti’s Goblin Market and Leiber’s Bazaar of the Bizarre—a
place of forbidden delights just as it is an alien encampment of dubious design. In either case, stories
of the markets take on a dreamlike quality. Shenzhen becomes the place where “tech dreams come
true,” a most fantastical “gadget paradise.”4
These characterizations have only become more pronounced with each new encounter that features
them. Shenzhen’s Huaqiangbei district is presented as an almost impenetrable space, its air filled
with a cacophonous “babel” of languages emanating from the thousands of people working in the
thousands of stalls—alongside the thousands of customers that patronize them. Images can’t help
but linger on the sight of banners adorned with words in English, Chinese, and Japanese, or on the
monitors, neon signs, and LED lights that bathe the booths in every color of the RGB spectrum. Few
accounts neglect to mention that there is an entire multi-floor shopping mall that sells nothing but
phone cases, or the one that specializes in smartwatches, or surveillance cameras. The chaos of the
space becomes oppressive and overwhelming. Structures like the SEG Building similarly gigantic and
bewildering. Indeed, they are not merely massive, they become something beyond the very scale of
human understanding. No matter what you need, we learn, for each and every thing imaginable the
market’s accommodating merchants can ensure that “somebody there can get them for you.”This is
2 Matt Rivers, “Inside China’s Silicon Valley: From Copycats to Innovation,” CNN Business (November 22, 2018); Brandon
Green, “Made In China: Meet The Guy Who Built An iPhone Using Only Shenzhen’s Cell Phone Markets,” Forbes (August 16,
2017); Andrew Orlowski, “Visit a Components Mall in China... 30 Minutes Later, You’re a Manufacturer,”The Register (January
2, 2016).
3 bunnie huang,”Mobile Phone Mega-Market in Shenzhen,” bunnie:studios (February 24, 2009).
4 Jenna Lau, “Shenzhen, China: Where Tech Dreams Come True” Hackernoon (December 25, 2017); Richard Lai, “Shenzhen
mobile phone market,” Engadget (June 15, 2011).

not just any place of commerce, it is “an Aladdin’s cave where almost everything” is available.5
This evocation of the Arabian Nights is not incidental. It is part of an overt Orientalist orientation that
positions the market as an opening to the distant lands of the supply chain. But they are spaces of
consumption that are both familiar and unfamiliar. They are “souks” rather than shops, markets before
they are malls. What is critical in their presentation is the knowledge that somewhere—though we
may never find it—among the “hundreds of shops and stalls, spread across multiple buildings and
many floors” the sprawling uncertainty of the global supply chain could at last been made manifest.6
Images of the Orient have long been objects of European fascination. In many respects, the genre
of Shenzhen shop stories are merely a more recent incarnation of an imaginative strategy that goes
back to the birth of global capitalism. As huang notes at the beginning of his own account, the same
fascination now directed to Shenzhen’s Huaqiangbei had once been exclusive to Tokyo’s Akihabara.
Both had participated in the same imaginative operation, where one particular sort of image—that
of the Oriental bazaar—serves as the means to encapsulate the ends of an increasingly estranged
sense of supply.
As a site of consumption, the Oriental bazaar is an imagined logistical territory that served to reify the
mystery of global connection even as it offered an orientation to it. Full of terror as much as wonder,
the bazaar was a place where fantasy and control could coexist—a recombinant resource for easing
anxieties attached to the early era of globalization. The consequence of this operation is that the
bazaar cannot be present beyond its realization as an apparatus for the imagination of assembly. As
Said had said, while “every writer on the Orient...assumes some Oriental precedent, some previous
knowledge of the Orient, to which he refers and on which he relies,” it is “at most” the case that “the
‘real’ Orient provoked a writer to his vision; it very rarely guided it.”The construction of the Oriental bazaar as an imagined logistical space is, then, a claim to authority rather than the demonstration of it.
If the bazaar trades on a kind of “Techno-Orientalism,” as David Morley and Kevin Robins have put it,
the effect is that a site which might otherwise “come to exist within the Western political and cultural
unconscious as a ﬁgure of danger” is reconfigured as a space of forbidden desire.7
The most relevant iteration of this space as a site for the logistical imaginary comes from the
nineteenth century—when textiles, rather than technology, were the emblematic objects of supply.
Then, as now, Western readers were fascinated by stories of these distant markets. Alfred Russel
Wallace recorded one notable account of the “Chinese bazaar” in the Singapore of 1869. Other than
the merchandise for sale there, it is an uncanny resemblance. The Chinese bazaar was the site of
“hundreds of small shops,” a “miscellaneous collection of hardware” where much is sold “wonderfully
cheap.” Here too, the shopkeeper “is very good natured; he will show you everything he has, and does
not seem to mind if you buy nothing.” Rather than electronic assemblies and mobile phone parts,
Wallace’s market offered objects like penknives, corkscrews, gunpowder, and writing-paper gathered
incongruously together. In place of engineers, fabricators, and logistics specialists, his stalls were
home to smiths and carpenters. But one can also find the food-sellers that surround the bustle of
market space—with meals of fish, rice, and vegetables that have changed in little else than cost.8
The place that Wallace described was not just a distant object of imagination. Nor was it one that
would remain confined to the pages of magazines and newspapers in which it first appeared. The
5Charles Arthur, “Huaqiangbei: The Mega Market with Every Smartphone Part,” The Guardian (June 13, 2014).
6 Mark Pesce, “In the Pearl River Delta’s Electronics Souks, AI Lets the Haggling Happen,” The Register (July 25, 2017);
7 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon, 1978), 20-22; David Morley and Kevin Robins, Spaces of Identity: Global
Media, Electronic Landscapes, and Cultural Boundaries (London: Routledge, 1995), 159-160.
8 Alfred Russel Wallace, The Malay Archipelago: The Land of the Orangutan and the Bird of Paradise (London: Macmillan,
1869), 21-22.
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Oriental bazaar became, itself, a retail architecture imported from the reaches of supply to the spaces
of English life. These “Victorian bazaars” adapted the Oriental image of a covered shopping space
to the cosmopolitan conditions increasingly common to Victorian life. Characterized by the variety,
rather than the cost, of goods, the decoration of the Victorian bazaar was distinct from its predecessor,
though perhaps “provoked” by a vague Oriental inspiration more like to include Islamic and Indian
motifs. The most famous of the form was perhaps the Crystal Palace bazaar. With multiple entrances,
the market featured a spacious interior composed of cast-iron columns “painted light blue, white, and
red in their upper sections with dark maroon, light blue and white below.”“With the abacuses of each
column and the gallery railing gilded” the effect, The Illustrated London News reported, was to bathe
the merchandise in a cascade of colors—a “gem-lighted hall” with “golden and silvery” glow made
possible not by the light of LEDs, but by gas lamp.9
The bazaar was, in the Victorian imagination “the place of all things.”Though all that the objects it
housed had in common was “that they were all for sale,” the effect, Peter Gurney suggests, was that
it came to seem that everything “could be bought at the Bazaar.” Even “the culture and politics of the
movement itself were thoroughly commodified.”10 For the European imagination, the “image of the
bazaar,” Elisabeth Oxfeldt writes, “prompts associations to a distant, exotic market with all its sensual
experiences.” It is a place where technology, trade, and fantasy combine and reconfigure influences
from otherwise oppositional geographies. Functioning as a world of uncertain but “graspable”
dimensions, the bazaar “reveals the preconditions” for a meeting between local consumption and
global production. But that is not all that is on offer. It is the bazaar that is “the object of sale.”11 And in
agreeing to its price, what is accepted is the idea of global capitalism itself.
If what was at stake here was the production of a logistical space through which global capitalism
could be made manifest, this is surely a project that has moved from the imagination of the Oriental
bazaar to the whole of contemporary consumption. Indeed, there seems little difference between
the high streets of England or the malls of America and what had been assembled in Singapore and
Shenzhen. The critical connection is in our recognition of their place in the logistical imaginary. In
this, each location is equally familiar and otherwise, equally intangible and imaginative. The function
of these spaces, as territories of the imagination, is to represent a product—and, indeed, a process
of production—that is otherwise unrepresentable. And in some respects, Shenzhen does represent
a more novel adaptation of the trope. Spaces of consumption have become now less familiar. The
shopping mall is no longer just the fictional site of a zombie apocalypse, it increasingly resembles a
literal one. To speak of the Shenzhen markets is no longer to provide an image with which to imagine
global production, but to recall the moment when we had had ability the ability to imagine it at all.
As the physical space of the market fades into otherworldly inhabitance on the network, we find a
newly digital bazaar of the bizarre—with accessible promises of a now unaccessible materiality.
As the digital bazaar in closest physical proximity to the Shenzhen markets, one might assume that
Alibaba would take part in the same sort of imaginative operation. Indeed, in deciding on a name
for his e-commerce venture, Jack Ma simply wanted something that “traveled well.”The story of Ali
Baba opening a cave of treasure with the words “open sesame” resonated with Ma, who saw himself
as opening up the international market for China. There were more fundamental logistics at stake
9 aul Dobraszczyk, “Victorian Bazaars,” Rag-Picking History (May 11, 2011). See also John Timbs, Curiosities of London:
Exhibiting the Most Rare and Remarkable Objects of Interest in the Metropolis (London: D. Bogue, 1855).
10 Peter Gurney, “‘The Sublime of the Bazaar’: The Religion of Free Trade and the Making of Modern Consumerism,” In
Wanting and Having: Popular Politics and Liberal Consumerism in England, 1830–70, 220-56. (Manchester University Press,
2014).
11 Elisabeth Oxfeldt, “Discovering His Inner Turk: Hans Christian Andersen’s Commodification of the Exotic,” In Journeys from
Scandinavia: Travelogues of Africa, Asia, and South America, 1840—2000, 6-30 (University of Minnesota Press, 2010).

too. Like Jeff Bezos before him, Ma wanted a name that would appear near the top of an alphabetical
index. But as Duncan Clark recalls, “the widespread recognition of the Alibaba name has saved Jack a
lot of money.” Not only in marketing expenses, but by furnishing the company with “a ready supply of
imagery.”12
Alibaba is sometimes called the Amazon of China, and there are good reasons for this comparison.
Both firms are the product of the current age of supply chain capitalism, with digital portals to the
vast array of objects coming out of the sprawling network of global supply. But they are less alike
than one might imagine. Despite the growing presence of gray-market products and partners,
Amazon is more clearly connected to the objects it sells. Most sit in Amazon warehouses, waiting in
Amazon boxes on Amazon’s shelves. They are sometimes even delivered by Amazon’s own flexible
labor force. Amazon may be the “everything store,” but it is still a store—more mundane and more
material. And this is how is it imagined. Alibaba has come to be more like the Shenzhen markets,
more Oriental bazaar than general store. The directory listings of AliExpress sketch out a site where
any company can set up shop and open up its factory floor to a consumer on the other side of the
planet. It is a place brimming with the potential of illicit productions of uncertain origins, where one
can wander into the great global supply chain on one end and come out on the other.13 It may be accessible, but it remains unknowable. For Western visitors, the promises of its production are bound up
in the imagination of control for a world divorced from the knowledge of its own material assembly.
That it is a website rather than a crowded market only makes this all the richer. It is one networked
imaginary layered on top of another. As a logistical territory, it may not be the place of all things, but
it is the place one can imagine them to be.

12 Duncan Clark, Alibaba: The House That Jack Ma Built (New York: Ecco, 2016), 90-94.
13 Jenny Odell, “There’s No Such Thing as a Free Watch” (Oakland: Museum of Capitalism, 2017); Alexis Madrigal, “The
Strange Brands in Your Instagram Feed,” The Atlantic (January 10, 2018).
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Due to the pro-Arab policies of “neutral” Austria,
state-owner companies successfully exported
water treatment plants, hospital technology, steel
products and weapons especially to oil exporting
nations like Libya, Iran und Iraq, transporting
the goods in lorry convoys organised by
companies here.

Reflecting on

Counterlogistics in Panama
Guillermo León
Gómez

On October 2012, hundreds of protestors lined the streets of Colon after Panama’s National Assembly
approved the sale of a portion of land within the Colon Free Zone, the largest export processing
zone in the Western hemisphere. For nearly a week after the announcement, demonstrators clashed
with police, protesting, burning tires and blockading streets. The legislation that was passed by the
national government stated a small sum of the proceedings from the sale would enter a trust for
social investments in the area, but the majority was planned to go directly to the central government
rather than the City of Colon.1 A month later, the law was repealed following strong disapproval from
the general public. The protests, led by the leading trade union of Panama called SUNTRACS, helped
suspend the privatization of this public land. Six years later on March 13, 2018, protestors filled the
streets once again in Colon, not for the sale of public land but rather for government neglect. Led
by El Comité de Lucha por La Salvación de Colón (The Committee for the Fight for the Salvation of
Colon), protestors shut the city down for a violent 48-hour strike. Protestors criticized the government
for the lack of public investment in the Colon’s crumbling infrastructure. Though an urban renewal
project is underway, the committee sites that the government has not prioritized the unlivable conditions caused by severe flooding and the lack of drinking water.
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Uneven Infrastructure Space
Over the past two decades, neoliberal governance - expressed through forms of austerity and
privatization - have created an “uneven infrastructure space” in Colon. Water infrastructure and the
city’s urban flow have been affected by the economies of scale that surround daily life. The city’s
urban layout is extremely irregular in relation to its logistical assets: the three seaports and the Colon
Free Zone. The city that lies outside of confines of the ports and the free zone is spatially constricted
by the expanding logistical zone, due especially to land reclamation. Artificial expansion of the coast
has enclosed the residents of Manzanillo Island in Colon. The uneven infrastructure space of Colon
enhances social inequality and the juridical segregation, supported by a secured wall around the free
zone, has fragmented the urban landscape. This process, in which infrastructure violently fragments a
city to disrupt flow, is what Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin call splintering urbanism.2
Flows of cargo and profit are prioritized over the flow of bodies and resources in the city. Further,
the development of port infrastructure has affected natural ecology with the destruction mangrove
habitats along Colon’s coastline; this has led to an increase in flooding during the rainy seasons. Ad1 “Panama Protests over Land Sale in Colon Free Trade Zone.” BBC News, October 20, 2012. http://www.bbc.com/news/
world-latin-america-20012842.
2 Graham, Stephen, and Simon Marvin. Splintering Urbanism: Networked Infrastructures, Technological Mobilities and the
Urban Condition. Routledge, 2001.
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ditionally, most new businesses within the free zone are built meters higher than the rest of the city,
which constructs a run off where water settles in vulnerable residential areas. The water infrastructure
in Colon is outdated and practically useless, and drainage systems are often clogged with trash and
are unable to handle the heavy precipitation. The dramatic difference of infrastructure space between
the free zone and the city reflect the priority of the national government’s spending and uneven development of Colon. Panama’s GDP annual growth rate was one of the highest in Latin America in the
past five years, with the majority of public spending directed toward the construction of infrastructure
to support this service sector.
Since the transfer of the Panama Canal, the Panamanian state focuses heavy investment in infrastructure as a strategy for economic development. The nation has seen unparalleled growth from
any other country in the region, labeled the “Singapore of Latin America.”The Panamanian model is
quite particular in regard to infrastructure investment. Firstly, spatial design and planning is shaped
in accordance to logic of accelerated cargo flow. An institutionalization of trade and logistics – via the
nation’s Logistics Cabinet – standardizes and rationalizes these practices to create seamless transport.
Secondly, the financing of infrastructure follows a particular model of public-private cooperation,
between state and corporate actors witnessed with the Logistics Cabinet. With a relaxed corporate tax
climate, the nation must seek revenue elsewhere. By holding a monopoly over the only transoceanic
canal in the Western hemisphere, it has the opportunity to charge hefty tolls. The majority of the
nation’s budget is directed toward domestic transport infrastructure, such as highways and canal expansion.3 By reinvesting in infrastructure, Panama creates a competitive transport geography in hopes
of constructing a logistical paradise for corporate business. In effect, spending on social infrastructure
is severely reduced, especially seen with communities in rural regions (mostly indigenous) and in
Colon. The nation’s low education spending has created conditions for precarious living and precarious work in the Colon. Suffering from one of the highest income gaps in the world, the continuous
neoliberalization of urban practices in Panama leaves labor at the periphery of these processes, faced
with displacement and neglect.
From Logistics to Counterlogistics
Panama’s geography is a palimpsest of mediated commodity flow, webbed into an infrastructure of
global trade. It’s natural and physical characteristics, a literal shortcut for maritime transport, gives
it high use-value in global logistical space. Logistics ideology, defined as “the adaption of the world
to a smooth surface which allows continuous flow of bodies, moneys, and commodities,” has flattened the planet through new forms of transport technology.4 The continuity and mobility of capital
becomes a crucial feature to sustain the growth of capital. Marx famously notes that the annihilation
of space with time through modes rapid communication and transport becomes a necessity to create
physical conditions of exchange; “i.e. to reduce to a minimum the time spent in motion from one
place to another.” Time and speed is therefore necessary for the production of profit. The speed of
physical circulation will thus impact the speed at which commodities transfer to money form.5
Therefore, any blockages in this flow can and will produce a crisis for capital. Chokepoints for global
flow - such as the Panama Canal - may serve to highlight opportunities for class struggle, witnessed
especially as the urban struggle continues in Colon today. If we examine organized labor in Panama,
and across the planet, labor movements have utilized specific methods to gain leverage in the
struggle for better pay and better working conditions, targeting these points of the formula: time and
3 “Competitiveness: Catching the next Wave Panama.” Deloitte Global, 2014.
4 Cuppini, Niccolò, Mattia Frapporti, and Maurilio Pirone. “Logistics Struggles in the Po Valley Region: Territorial Transformations and Processes of Antagonistic Subjectivation.” South Atlantic Quarterly 114, no. 1 (January 1, 2015): 119–34. https://
doi.org/10.1215/00382876-2831323.
5 Marx, Karl. Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy. Penguin UK, 2005.

speed. The power of the strike and the blockade - often used collectively - have been two ways in
which labor can paralyze the processes of capital flow in the supply chain.
Labor struggles connected to infrastructure development in Panama has been witnessed since the
19th century. From the construction of the railroad and then the Panama Canal, migrant black West
Indian workers have organized to disrupt the development of these highly valuable assets when
considered exploited. In 1915, the Colon Federal Labor Union (CFLU) founded by a black US lawyer,
organized nearly 8,000 workers in the first two months.6 From 1916 to 1919, a wave of strikes would
follow due to the rising costs of living and little to no wage increase. Nearly 100 years later with the
expansion of the canal, several thousand canal construction workers went on strike to demand an
increase in wage and back pay from the Panama Canal Authority. In all of these instances, strikes
were successful tools to negotiate their demands. Strikes, which are generally more formal, unionized
and non-violent methods of negotiation,
stop the production line entirely in order
Panama’s geography is a palimpsest
to gain labor power.

of mediated
commodity flow, webbed into an infrastructure of global
trade. It’s natural and physical characteristics, a literal
shortcut for maritime transport, gives it high use-value in
global logistical space.

Blockades, on the other hand, disrupt
time in the equation of capital production. In Panama, this form of resistance
has been used by many communities
- from workers in the supply chain to
denizens living along these planetary networks. In 2012, indigenous groups blockaded the InterAmerican Highway that runs through Central America, in protest against the removal of mining laws
that protected their lands. Indigenous groups and campesinos blocked the highway again in 2015,
demanding the president to end a European-funded hydroelectric project that could affect their
communities and crops due to potential flooding from the dam.7 Alternatively in 2016, cargo truckers
blockaded the national border at the Inter-American Highway between Costa Rica and Panama,
organized by the National Chamber of Cargo Transportation in Panama (Canatraca). The union
complained about preferential treatment given to their Central American colleagues and accused
the Panamanian government of receiving bribes. Panamanian truck drivers are not legally allowed
to freely enter any of the special economic zones in the country. These regulations delay transport
whereas Central American cargo drivers can enter and pick up merchandize at a comparatively faster
pace.
The political struggles of supply chain workers in Colon have heightened in recent months, coupled
alongside the worsening conditions of urban residents. Tactics of strikes and occupation, as physical
manifestations within the city, have supported the solidarity of dockworkers and the urban poor. In
January 2019, the dockworkers union (Fenatratapap) of Hong Kong-owned Cristobal Ports in Colon
reached an agreement in salary increase after a 3 day strike, equating to a loss of $5 million per day
for the port.8 During the strike, dockworkers blockaded the streets of Colon alongside of supportive
residents who had no relation.9 As conditions in and outside of the logistical zone of Colon worsen,
those exploited are witnessing overlaps in their struggles. Panama is seeing a mobilization of communities in the harmful wake of global flow in Colon.
6 Zumoff, “Black Caribbean Labor Radicalism in Panama, 1914–1921.”
7 Kennedy, Jennifer. “Broken Promises Fuel a New Wave of Anti-Mining Protests in Panama.” Intercontinental Cry, February 5,
2012. https://intercontinentalcry.org/broken-promises-fuel-a-new-wave-of-anti-mining-protests-in-panama/.
8 Octubre, Corprensa Apartado 0819-05620 El Dorado Ave 12 de, Hato Pintado Panamá, and República de Panamá. “Logran
acuerdo que pone fin a paro de labores de trabajadores portuarios.” La Prensa. Accessed February 7, 2019. https://www.
prensa.com/economia/Logran-acuerdo-labores-trabajadores-portuarios_0_5218728080.html.
9 Ibid.
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The negative sociospatial effects of logistics on different communities can serve to highlight potential
coalitions against the singular struggle of capitalist exploitation. Communities that lie in the wake of
logistical flow, such as the residents of Manzanillo Island, are broadening their coalition with workers
in the logistics sector of Colon. Tactics of strikes and blockades can have lasting effect when resistance
networks across boundaries such as national borders, or across the Colon Free Zone wall, take place.
The physical segregation of space to create insular, privatized, exclusionary spaces for trade in Colon
protect commodity but also separates the connections between of those exploited. If disruptive tactics such as blockades are to be used, an awareness of a widening securitization of commodities and
the surveillance of subjects is necessary. For Deborah Cowen, logistics is rooted in historical, military
processes; thus military tactics can be used in order to protect the process itself.10 Therefore, clear and
private communication becomes an asset for coalitions, as it is for logistical processes.
The win for Fenatratapap, a chapter of the International Dockworkers Council (IDC), shows that a
network of transatlantic solidarity is developing. The IDC is a dockworkers union based in Europe but
advocates across Latin America. In order for these struggles to have greater impact on the exploitative
processes of capital, networks of labor throughout the supply chain is crucial for the offensive. In the
case of Colon, when urban space is affected by logistical systemization, and privatization becomes a
tool for its expansion, various struggles must unite. With global logistics, capital and production are
deterritorialized across the network and distanced from final delivery location. In turn, this marginalizes labor struggles across the planet and handicaps it until broader coalitions form. Further, it is
critically important for workers in the supply chain to unite with workers in the construction sector,
especially in Panama where logistics materializes as infrastructure - from the ports to its highway
network. As seen with the effectiveness of the blockade, destabilizing the network is an opportunity
for labor to obtain power. And, since strikes are found more often through formal unions in the
production process, blockades should be used as supportive tools outside the factory floor, as forms
of civil disobedience in public space.
As tensions escalate on both sides of the logistics wall in Colon, residents and supply chain workers
should strategize for collective gain. Panama’s logistics sector is the nation’s achilles heel. By considering forms of counterlogistics, workers and disenfranchised urban communities can disrupt flow as a
way to leverage power. Though blockages and disruptions in flow can affect economic growth for the
nation, Panama’s infrastructure space - as a major node in the global supply chain - can have greater
disruption across many scales if coalitions expand across the supply chain network, regionally and
globally. Therefore, it is at these sites, chokepoints for global trade, where counterlogistics should be
studied to highlight possibilities for emancipatory class struggle.

10 Cowen, Deborah. The Deadly Life of Logistics: Mapping Violence in Global Trade. University of Minnesota Press, 2014. http://
muse.jhu.edu/book/34578.

Beyond seamlessness -

the making and unmaking of
a logistical territory
Evelina Gambino

Georgia is a stretched out hand that connects East and West
HuaLing Group, 2015

The Belt and Road Forum, the official forum for the Chinese-led Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
was held in Tbilisi in November 2017. To a crowd of investors and public officials, both local and
international, Georgia’s then prime minister Giorgi Kvirikashvili spoke of the importance of the
Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway line (BTK) not only as an economically advantageous project but as a key
geo-strategic investment towards regional integration. The BTK is intended to become a key element
of the central corridor of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), connecting Central Asia to Europe, and
strengthening the cooperation between Azerbajan, Georgia and Turkey. The project is one of the key
planks of a recent wave of investment in transit infrastructures in Georgia. Investment in logistics is
presented by the Georgian government and private investors alike as the pathway towards a future
marked by peaceful, and profitable, connectivity. It is, as the quote above suggests, that Georgia’s fate
in the upcoming logistical reconfiguration of the globe is becoming a transit hub between Eastern
production and Western consumption.
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This image of Georgia’s future development is also a recovery of the ideals from its past. Known as the
Kingdom of the Colchis by the ancient Romans and later crossed by the Silk Road, the region has been
a node on the trade routes that connected Eastern empires with the Mediterranean. The resonance
of contemporary logistics routes with ancient ones, a link that is made explicit in the naming of Xi
Jinping’s ambitious BRI – commonly known as the “New Silk Road” – serves within and outside
Georgia to ground the construction of logistic infrastructure not just as a profit seeking venture or an
investment in fixed capital, but also as the attempt to reconstitute an imagined global order based on
peaceful trade and cultural exchange between different civilizations (National Development and Reform Commission 2015). Seamlessness, thus, features in the BRI not just as a key to successful transit,
but also as a desired relation to historical past, which cleansed of its violence and incongruences can
provide a blueprint for a new global order. However, a closer look to the infrastructures that compose
this grandiose project shows a much more complex picture of the agents, powers, materials and
discourses intersecting in the making of logistical territories.
In what follows, I will zoom in on the BTK and the spatial practices in which its construction is
embedded in order to show the dislocations through which logistical territories come into existence.
Using the technological border as my point of departure I will pursue Andrea Brighenti’s invitation
to understand territory as a ‘whole techno-social and biopolitical configuration’ (Brighenti 2010).
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Contra the official narrative, I draw an unfinished and unconventional picture of the intersections that
are composing Georgia as a logistical territory. My focus on the frictional encounters at the heart of
the production of the multiplicity of borders that compose a territory (Mezzadra and Neilson 2013)
challenges the emerging narratives that portray logistics in general and the BRI in particular as geoeconomical quest towards connectivity and seamlessness, where the encounter between technology
and capital is seen to overcome barriers of all sorts – from geography to geopolitics and finally,
bureaucracy (Liu and Dunford 2016, cfr. Chua et Al 2018).
Technology, geopolitics and labour
Ten Kilometres outside Akhalkalaki, amongst seemingly deserted agricultural lands and pastures, the
new, shiny station of the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars (BTK) emerges. Akhalkalaki, a small town in the southwestern region of Samskhe-Javakheti, Georgia, is couched between two borders as it rises less than
30 kilometres from the Georgian-Turkish land crossing and 45 kilometres from the Armenian one. The
town, acquired by the Russian empire as a result of the Russo-Ottoman war of 1828-29, is home to a
population who are ninety percent Armenians, many of whom are direct descendants from the Ottoman Armenians who fled Eastern Turkey after the 1915 genocide. Due to its climate, the steppe and
volcanic lakes that make up its topography the territory of Javakheti, comprising the municipalities of
Akhalkalaki and Ninostminda, is commonly referred to as the Georgian Siberia.
The BTK station, was commissioned by former president Mikhail Saakashvili to German starchitect
Jürgen Mayer. His projects can be found across the whole country and are characterised by floating
forms and algorithmically-generated patterns and provide one of the most distinguishable aesthetic
contributions to the making of what Saakashvili has termed (his) New Georgia (Hatherley 2015).
Today, over half a decade after the demise of Saakashvili these structures lend themselves perfectly
to the ideology underpinning current logistical development in the region, mocking with their free
forms, the unbound flow of goods and information travelling across logistical networks (Aslanishvili
and Gambino2018). Despite the aesthetic and economic effort gone into its construction, however,
the station lies empty and locked since its formal inauguration in November 2017. From the platform,
nevertheless one can observe
multiple tracks, layered at a short
The geopolitical calculations and ethnic tensions at the core distance from one another, one interof the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway line project are experienced rupting, while the next layer starts.
by the inhabitants of Javakheti on a daily basis. Here, in fact, the Russian-built tracks
composing the existing trainline end
and European ones, built to connect
the line to its continuation on the
Turkish side begin, forming a technological border that must be overcome to secure the smooth
transit of cargo.1
The technological border in Akhalkalaki station exists as a reminder of the long life of this not yet
finished project and the conflicts that have brought it into existence. The Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway line
is, in fact, only partially a new infrastructure as it follows for most of its course the already existing
tracks, built during the Russian empire and upgraded under Soviet rule. Until 1993 a railway connection existed between Azerbaijan and Turkey, passing from Gyumri in Armenia. The Kars-Gyumri-Tbilisi
line was completed at the end of the 19th century and was part of the Russian Empire’s extensive
1 Ironically perhaps, the presence of this technological variation cuts a dent in the seamlessness of the logistical operations.
There is, in fact, a different in gauge between the two networks as Turkey has adopted the European standard gauge, that
measures 1,435mm while Georgian tracks measure 1,520mm. Large machinery is placed at different intervals on the tracks
preceding the station to support the transfer operations necessary to load cargo from one track to the other, they’re clunky
outlook, far from the floating shapes of Meyer’s architecture.

train network, connecting the oil fields of Baku in Azerbaijan with the ports of Batumi and Poti and
the outpost of Kars, acquired after the Russian-Ottoman war of 1877. This railway, parts of which
are still active, used, during Soviet times, to provide the sole connection between the USSR and
Turkey and was thus a key logistical node between the Soviet Union and its neighbours. Akhalkalaki,
although not originally connected, was added to the line after the construction of a new branch in
the late 80s. In 1993, after the Azeri-Armenian conflict over the enclave of Nagorno-Karabak, both
Azerbaijan and Turkey cut off border relation with Armenia, interrupting the existing railway connection (Lussac 2008). Consequently, this diversion of the original line acquired strategic importance as
a means not only to upgrade connections between Azerbaijan and Turkey but most poignantly to
exclude Armenia.
The friction between the pursuit of geo-economical connectivity and the territorial practices of exclusion at the base of post-Cold War geopolitics, however, does not just manifest itself in the mismatch
between railway tracks. The geopolitical calculations and ethnic tensions at the core of the BTK
project are experienced by the inhabitants of Javakheti on a daily basis. While Armenians have always
been a strong presence in Georgia and constituent part of the Tbilisi’s mercantile and political class
(Suny 2009), the situation of this ethnic minority since the collapse of the Soviet Union has been
characterised by increasing marginalization, at once social, political and economic (Lussac 2008).
Arriving in Akhalkalaki, the marginal condition of its inhabitants vis a vis the rest of the country its
immediately apparent, language providing is first signifier: most of the population does not speak
Georgian and while commercial and government signs on the streets are written in Georgian, the
town’s daily life runs in Armenian and Russian. The collapse of the Soviet Union and since the anglophone turn taken under the staunchly pro-Western leadership of Mikhail Saakashvili have displaced
Russian as a lingua franca and the absence of a common language renders most confrontations with
state bureaucracy and politics arduous for Georgian-Armenians.
During a conversation with Mia2 one of my informants, who works as a journalist, I asked her: ‘do
you think that The BTK could help sooth some of the political and ethnic tension in the region?’ Her
answer was very concise, yet extremely clear: ‘to sooth tensions in the region the solution is work! We
have no jobs and this creates marginalisation. The BTK project has created little to no jobs so far for
the locals, it has only exacerbated exclusion.’
Saakashvili’s announcement regarding the beginning of the works on the BTK in 2007, came shortly
after the closure of the Russian military base in Kardsakhi, the last village of Akhalkalaki’s municipality, only few kilometres away from the Turkish border. The base, originally built during Soviet times,
was a major source of employment for the municipality’s economy, employing at its peak over 15%
of Akhalkalaki’s residents. At present, its ruins stand abandoned outside the village of Kharzaki.
Employment in the base was amongst the best remunerated in the area, as reportedly its employees
earned $200-$300 per month, considerably more than the wages offered by other local employers
(Jardine 2018). The BTK’s construction was thus met with high expectations from the locals who
had lost their jobs. A resident of Kardsakhi explains to me how most of the men in the village went
to deposit their CVs at the municipality, in the hope to be employed in the construction. More than
5000 CVs were deposited, however the employment never came. Years later when the works finally
started, the Azeri contractor company in charge came with its own Azeri and Turkish skilled workers
and some Georgian-Azeri from Marneuli, an Azeri-majority town south of Tbilisi were brought in as
unskilled labourers while only a small numbers of locals were finally employed.
Years of uncertainty, promises not kept and disregard for local conditions, and exploitation now converge in the BTK infrastructure, mixing with the foundational violence of its planning. ‘A lot of people
2 The name has been changed to protect my informant’s identity.
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are scared of it – Mia claims – others just ignore it’.
Making a logistical territory
Observing the BTK and the spatial practices it engenders, it appears that the making of this logistical
territory goes far beyond Stuart Elden’s definition of historical territory as a ‘bounded space under
the control of a group of people, usually a state’ (2013, 322). In Akhalkalaki, what we can observe
is a complex and often re-shifting intersection between capital, technology, geopolitics and state
power. While the expansion of logistics has often been described by critical scholars as engendering
bounded zones of ‘extrastatecraft’ where state rule gives way to the free flow of capital (Easterling
2014: 25-69). Indeed, what is emerging in Javaketi, on the contrary, is a porous space crisscrossed by
borders of different kinds – technological, ethnic, legislative – and shaped by old and morbid forms
of exclusion which in turn is translated by new forms of exploitation through their encounter with
venture capital.
By highlighting seamlessness and connectivity as chief conductors of logistical projects, accounts of
the New Silk Road smooth over the foundational conflicts and violence at the heart of logistical expansion. Rather than the heir of a glorious mercantile past, the current logistics development in Georgia is instead emerging in a complex playing field of forces and competing desires. Paying attention
to the interruptions and frictions at the heart of logistical investments provides an important starting
point for the elaboration of responses to the transformations imposed by logistical capitalism, noting
the multiple levels of the interdependence of local manifestations and transnational dynamics.
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Multiplication of logistics parks
and invisibilisation of blue-collar
workplaces in post-industrial
metropolises

Nicolas Raimbault

The global development of logistics activities and good flows entails the construction of thousands
of warehouses, distribution centres and terminals, which mainly concentrate in large urban regions
(Dablanc & Frémont, 2015). The logistics industry is moreover one of the few sectors experiencing
blue-collar jobs growth, concerning both warehousing and deliveries (Bonacich & Wilson, 2008; De
Lara, 2018). About 80% of the workers in logistics are blue-collars1 . Furthermore, in the context of
the fall of manufacturing jobs, logistics blue-collar workers are now dominant within the blue-collar
social group in large urban regions, often more numerous than blue-collars in manufacturing. In this
way, logistics zones correspond nowadays to emblematic blue-collar workplaces in current postindustrial metropolises.
This paper proposes to explore the geography of logistics zones as a way to understand the current
dynamics of the blue-collar workplaces. Based on fieldworks conducted in the Paris region (case
studies of several logistics zones and interviews with logistics real estate developers and investors,
members of local public administrations and employees of para-public urban development companies) as well as comparisons with European and North-American city-regions (Raimbault et al, 2018;
De Lara, 2018; Barbier et al, 2019), the paper shows that the silent privatisation of the production and
the governance of logistics zones largely contribute to the invisibilisation of blue-collar workplaces in
post-industrial metropolises.
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Logistics sprawl and the transformation of blue-collar workplaces geography
In most European and North-American urban regions, the spatial patterns of logistics industry
geography have followed a very similar evolution (Dablanc & Frémont, 2015; Raimbault et al, 2018;
Barbier et al, 2019). From the 1970s to the early 1990s, logistics providers and shippers found
suitable spaces in the existing industrial zones to build the warehouses they needed to expand their
logistics networks. They replaced former factories or built on plots that became available when the
demand for new manufacturing sites started to decline. This led to a silent conversion of existing
industrial zones into logistics zones. In other words, in most of metropolitan areas, historical industrial
districts and suburbs, which are (still) the main residential places for the working class, became the
first logistics belt. For instance, in the Paris Region, the historical industrial suburbs, known as the “red
belt” because of their strong communist history, was the focus of most of the logistics sites over this
period (Raimbault & Bahoken, 2014).
1 Blue-collars are defined here are employees concerned with routine or semi-routine manual occupations, characterised
by weak autonomy within hierarchical work organization, relatively low incomes, and reduced promotion opportunities.
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In the mid-1990s, an important geographical rupture occurred. Since then, new warehouses have
been set up in increasingly remote suburbs. This phenomenon has been analysed as a “logistics
sprawl”, which is defined as the relocation of logistics facilities away from inner urban areas to
outer-suburban areas. This literature shows how this spatial change significantly affects the urban
goods movement and thus the urban environment (Dablanc & Ross, 2012). However, this also entails
a rupture in terms of the socio-economic and political features of the logistics territories. These new
outer-suburban logistics zones are developed in municipalities with a smaller population than in
the previous period. Moreover, they
are places often with no industrial
history. Their economy is thus much
The lens of logistics dynamics sheds light on important more specialized: their development
evolutions of post-industrial working class places during the often being limited to logistics activilast decades. ties alone (Raimbault & Bahoken,
2014). Then, contrasting with the
working class profile of the first
logistics belt, the population of the new logistics places is characterized by an intermediate sociological profile: intermediate professions (technicians, civil servants, lower supervisory occupations…)
are over-represented, and incomes are close to those of the regional median. Eventually, right-wing
municipalities often predominate.
In this way, the lens of logistics dynamics sheds light on important evolutions of post-industrial
working class places during the last decades. Along with the gentrification dynamics and the
subsequent displacements of working class residents within metropolitan suburbs, the delocalization
of blue-collar jobs towards the middle-class outer-suburbia must also be taken into account. This
impacts the everyday life of logistics workers, such as housing and commuting, as well as the governance of these workplaces and, in this way, the political and trade union involvement of blue-collars in
their local communities and workplaces.
The silent privatisation of the production of logistics parks
The spatial rupture described above is strongly linked to a major change in the mode of production
of logistics spaces. Indeed, since the 1990s, logistics firms (shippers and logistics services providers)
have tended to opt for flexible real estate solutions and thus to look for warehouses to rent rather
than building and managing their own facilities. This has contributed to the emergence of a global
and financialised market dedicated to logistics real estate (Raimbault, 2016). In connection with
the general dynamic of the financialisation of business property, the logistics real estate market
is dominated by international firms, which specialise in logistics and manage global investment
funds2 . These companies take themselves in charge the development of the warehouses they buy
as investment fund managers. In order to lessen their dependence on negotiations with local public
authorities, which traditionally publicly developed directly the business zones, they also tend to be
the land developers of the logistics zones in which they invest. In other words, instead of building
warehouses scattered around different business zones, the industry leaders develop private logistics
zones containing several warehouses. These “logistics parks” are entirely owned and operated by
the same investment fund manager responsible for property management. They are fenced and
protected by private security. Property management firms can also provide services for the companies
renting the warehouses and their employees, such as canteens, crèches or even transport services
(Raimbault, 2016).
2 The market leaders are Prologis (United States), Global Logistic Properties (GLP, Singapore), Goodman (Australia) and
Segro (United-Kingdom).

Even if such private logistics parks must be authorised and supported by local governments - which
are responsible for issuing spatial planning documents and building permits -, by definition, the production of logistics parks leads to the privatisation of the governance of logistics spaces. To the extent
that logistics parks are entirely private, real estate firms become the de facto owners and managers of
the streets and green spaces that constitute the public spaces in the logistics parks. Moreover, it also
enables real estate companies to decide on local economic development issues, insofar as they select
the firms that settle in the municipality, which considerably affects the latter’s economic specialisation and prospects.
The consequences concerning the governance of current logistics territories are twofold. At the local
scale, local governments negotiate only with property developers and investors. They rarely meet the
users of the warehouses, the workers, the unions or even the logistics firms themselves. Managing
the relations with the firms that rent the warehouses becomes the task of the property manager
alone. Logistics parks developers sometimes face environmental or neighbourhood oppositions.
However, the social movements focus exclusively on land development issues, approaching them
from an environmental or quality-of-life perspective. This very limited form of politicisation does
not concern the working and living conditions of warehouse workers. Logistics parks are not locally
identified as blue-collar workplaces. At the regional scale, the financialisation of the production
of logistics zones directly challenges planning policies. As this real estate product is particularly
attractive for outer-suburban areas, where local authorities do not have the resources or the desire
to develop logistics zones alone, the financialisation of logistics real estate largely has contributed to
urban sprawl since the 1990s. It therefore intensifies the decentralization of blue-collar jobs without
connections with the evolution of blue-collar residential geographies.
The invisibilisation of blue-collar workplaces
The “logistics sprawl”, that is to say the decentralization of logistics blue-collar jobs towards small
outer-suburban municipalities, leads to the spatial disconnection between the blue-collar residence
places and the blue-collar workplaces and thus to the spatial mismatch faced by logistics workers.
This blue-collar geography clearly contrasts with the relative social and spatial coherence of the
former industrial suburbs. This spatial rupture is a powerful driving force contributing to the urban
invisibility of blue-collars during the last decades according to three mechanisms.
First, the geography of logistics parks directly contributes to the disappearance of blue collars’
strongholds inherited from the industrialization era, which used to concentrate both blue-collar
jobs and residences. Historically, the labour movement has been structured on particular territories,
which are the blue collars’ strongholds of the 20th century. In other words, the working class was
built not only on the empowerment of a socio-professional group but also on local territories and
policies, connecting residential and working conditions issues, of which the “red suburbs” is the most
obvious example. Blue-collars are still numerous, around 20% of the population in most of urban
regions (Mischi et al, 2014), but they are now much more dispersed in space between disconnected
residences and workplaces. This social group does not identify anymore with specific places.
Second, the logistics sprawl and the subsequent spatial mismatch between home and work result in
a weak local anchorage of logistics workers. Then, because of their localisation in the outer-suburbia,
their disconnection with main blue-collar residential places, as well as their design consisting in
hiding the warehouses behind landscaped embankments, logistics zones are physically less visible in
urban landscapes than former industrial zones. These remote suburbs are very little invested by leftwing activists, trade unions, and more generally associative and political networks. This geography
clearly limits the emergence of workers social movements from warehouses. For example, the Fedex
logistics site in Memphis, in the USA, is commonly described as “one of the great non-union industrial
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complexes in the US” (Allen, 2015).
Third, blue-collars and their interests are largely absent from the governance of logistics zones. From
a general point of view, due to the spatial mismatch, blue-collar workers are generally not voters in
the territories where they work. Then, because of the dominance of financialised logistics real estate
industry on local governments presented above, local political agendas do not include the diverse
issues faced by logistics workers while unions do not involve in the local politics of these territories.
Logistics zones are thus not seen as blue-collar workplaces even if workers are almost exclusively
blue-collars in these zones (Gaborieau, 2016). At the same time, blue-collars tend to be excluded
from local politics and urban regeneration policies in the historical industrial spaces which do not
label anymore as blue-collar places (Rousseau, 2009).
However, more and more numerous strikes and struggles have quite recently emerged in logistics
zones, contrasting with previous social movements focused on land development issues (Barbier et
al, 2019). On the one hand, many activists have identified logistics zones as vulnerable choke points
within supply chain networks (Cowen, 2014; Alimahomed-Wilson, Ness, 2018). Blocking logistics
zones proves to be an efficient tactic within contemporary struggles, such as during the current “yellow vests” movement in France (2018-2019). On the other hand, logistics workers themselves have
more and more frequently entered into strikes. In this way, they directly experiment the power that
blocking those choke points afford them (Cuppini et al, 2015). Besides struggles in logistics zones,
conflicts have also arisen against the issue of the “uberisation” of deliveries.
Eventually, beyond the tactical interest of blocking logistics flows, current struggles around logistics
zones highlight the larger significance of blocking the production of logistics flows, in a way that
complements the blocking of the production of other goods and services (such as retailing). Indeed,
unlike most of other production sectors, logistics activities and zones now concentrate numerous
blue-collars in urban regions. In this sense, blocking the production of logistics flows would not only
create economic pressure but would also mobilize these blue-collar workers, and make them more
visible as a blue-collar professional group. These social movements would also reinforce the local
anchorage of logistics workers, which could constitute in some cases coherent local political actors.
Dialectically, a higher social and political visibility of logistics zones as blue-collar workplaces is thus
a crucial condition in order to make blue-collar workers more visible in post-industrial metropolises.
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The container terminal, in operation since the
1960s was closed in 2016 when a new one
was built at a motorway junction some distance
from the city. In autumn 2017 a self-made
Serbian businessman dismantled the two huge
cranes, loaded the parts onto his own old
Danube barges, and shipped them to Smederevo,
to be reassembled there.

Piattaforme digitali e territori
di resistenza alla precarietà.

Un’inchiesta sulla connettività dei riders
di Foodora
Daniela Leonardi
Emiliana Armano
Annalisa Murgia

Il Territorio dello spazio logistico astratto
La nostra analisi si inserisce nel recente dibattito che ha posto l’attenzione sulla critica della logistica
digitale e delle relazioni sociali sottese al platform capitalism (Srnicek 2016; Armano, Murgia e Teli
2017). Nell’intento di analizzare le relazioni sociali incorporate nelle piattaforme e le applicazioni
digitali, proponiamo una riflessione sul sottile confine tra lavoro e attività. L’interazione tramite
piattaforme richiede infatti solitamente la presenza di attività umane, le più varie, che concorrono
e rendono possibile il lavoro effettivamente remunerato. In che modo il lavoro svolto tramite app
e piattaforme online trasforma le condizioni e le soggettività del lavoro? E quali sono le modalità
di resistenza, di neo-cooperazione e, prima ancora, di socialità che emergono in queste particolari
comunità?
In termini metodologici, la ricerca è stata realizzata prevalentemente secondo un approccio qualitativo, attraverso un processo di conricerca (Alquati 1993), in cui sono stati condotti sia focus group sia
interviste in profondità con giovani lavoratori e lavoratrici della sede torinese di Foodora (Leonardi
2017). Lo scopo della conricerca è quello di creare uno spazio collettivo in cui la narrazione delle
singole esperienze può facilitare la presa di coscienza delle proprie prassi di fronte ai conflitti, delle
contraddizioni insite nel proprio senso comune, come delle potenzialità e dei limiti delle proprie
capacità d’agire.
Coerentemente con l’approccio metodologico, la nostra analisi ha posto l’accento non tanto sulla dimensione tecnologica del capitalismo digitale, quanto sulla questione relazionale e della informalità.
Ci interessa riflettere sulla logica della connessione/disconnessione e sulle ambivalenze della connettività (Coin e Marrone 2018) e della produzione del soggetto neoliberale nella riterritorializzazione
delle relazioni sociali (Armano, Risi e Mattiucci 2014). Nel platform capitalism la vita sociale e il lavoro
vengono infatti riterritorializzati nello spazio intermedio della connettività, che appare svincolato dal
controllo formale esterno, e ciò fa sì che diventi sempre più esteso, indefinito e dilatabile all’infinito
in tutti i tempi e gli spazi attraversati dai soggetti. Nella trama della connettività, sono in particolare i
confini del lavoro a diventare incerti e problematici e a nascondere un insieme di varie attività
I risultati dell’analisi condotta sul campo ci hanno consentito di rispondere alle nostre domande di
ricerca, orientate da un approccio teorico che propone di leggere la condizione dei rider attraverso la
nozione di ambivalenza della connettività logistica. Ciò che emerge dal singolo caso studio condotto
nel contesto torinese restituisce a nostro avviso un’analisi capace di cogliere i processi in atto anche
nell’ambito di altri contesti organizzativi e geografici.
Per quanto riguarda le modalità di relazione con il proprio lavoro in questi spazi digitali, il caso dei ri-
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der di Foodora ben illustra i processi di riterritorializzazione promossi dalla logistica, in cui le relazioni
sociali si posizionano in uno spazio connettivo posto su di un piano intermedio tra la comunicazione
digitale on line e quella vis à vis. Si conferma dunque di importanza la questione della riterritorializzazione nella quale i flussi
della comunicazione codificata dal
Emerge la centralità della riterritorializzazione nella digitale si intrecciano con le relazioni
connettività digitale, dell’aspetto relazionale e di come si sociali vive.

configurano le dinamiche di alleanza e quelle di potere in un
contesto lavorativo tecnologicamente mediato.

Se come tendenza, il modello
organizzativo sotteso al lavoro on
demand e alla gig economy è quello
del lavoro ‘freelancizzato’ su scala
digitale, con la messa al lavoro della folla e la flessibilità massima dispiegata, nel lavoro socializzato
dalle piattaforme è incorporata una componente informale di relazionalità con la tecnologia e l’organizzazione del lavoro, in cui il linguaggio e le qualità adattive più comuni – come il comunicare nel
vivere sociale, o la conoscenza approfondita della viabilità della città in cui si vive – assumono vitale
importanza nel contesto produttivo.
Nella connettività, infatti, le competenze contestuali e relazionali, così come la disponibilità continua
resa possibile dal digitale, vengono richieste dalle imprese, ma né riconosciute né remunerate. Ciò è
facilitato dal fatto che tale connettività costante sia svincolata dal controllo formale esterno, perché il
controllo si esprime in forme sempre più interiorizzate, indefinite e dilatabili all’infinito, in tutti i tempi
e gli spazi attraversati dai soggetti.
Nel territorio astratto creato dalla connettività aziendale è attraverso la connettography (Khanna
2016) e il digital management method (DMM) che si assiste a un generale aumento della capacità
di controllo sulle singole fasi del processo lavorativo, grazie all’impiego di indicatori di performance
e all’uso di tecniche algoritmiche capaci di misurare ogni singola mansione (Grappi 2006), sino alle
posture del sé (Moore 2018). Tuttavia, se la connettività logistica resa possibile dal digitale costituisce
un’inedita forma di controllo pervasivo, essa contemporaneamente, a certune condizioni, può essere
agita e rovesciata di segno dai soggetti e diventare una modalità di comunicazione e (seppur precaria) forma di autorganizzazione (Cuppini, Frapporti e Pirone 2015).
L’algoritmo come campo di battaglia: modalità di resistenza
Nel nostro caso di studio, la tecnologia assolve alla funzione di strumento di controllo dei lavoratori e
delle lavoratrici (l’algoritmo misura le prestazioni, è necessario loggarsi per iniziare il turno, altrimenti
non si attiva l’applicazione necessaria per svolgere le consegne, e da quel momento i rider sono
costantemente geolocalizzati). Allo stesso tempo, però, gli attori sociali possono utilizzare i mezzi
tecnologici anche a proprio favore e mobilitarsi per ottenere il miglioramento delle proprie condizioni
lavorative. Per far questo devono entrare in relazione tra loro, discutere, ragionare insieme, creare delle
strategie. Da qui l’importanza di porre l’accento sulla dimensione relazionale.
Riteniamo significativo sottolineare che i rider intervistati si sono conosciuti prima virtualmente nel
territorio della connettività – entrando a far parte, al momento dell’assunzione, di una chat aziendale istituita dai responsabili – e solo successivamente si sono conosciuti di persona.
[Avevamo] un gruppo di WhatsApp fatto dai capi dove venivamo inseriti all’atto dell’assunzione, con
cui loro coordinavano un po’ il lavoro durante i turni, la possibilità di esporre dei problemi in tempo reale
durante il turno. Quando poi la chat ha cominciato a crescere noi abbiamo cominciato anche a conoscerci
virtualmente tramite quella chat poi ci rincontravamo per strada, ci riconoscevamo dalle divise [E_25].

Il fatto di non conoscersi personalmente, ma soltanto attraverso la chat legata a Foodora, non ha
tuttavia impedito a lavoratori e lavoratrici di intessere dei rapporti personali, di costruire una comunità

e di attivare processi di aggregazione e confronto che sono in seguito sfociati nelle mobilitazioni volte
a migliorare le proprie condizioni di lavoro.
Eh sì, è particolare, ha creato una socialità strana, che però poi si è consolidata. Credo di poter dire che uno
dei meriti di questa piccola lotta sia di aver creato proprio una comunità forte [D_29].

Nel momento in cui alcuni lavoratori hanno deciso di avviare un dialogo tra colleghi, questi hanno
utilizzato a proprio vantaggio il fatto di essere tutti inseriti nella medesima chat; hanno preso tutti i
numeri telefonici dei rider, escludendo i responsabili, e ne hanno creata un’altra ad uso esclusivo di
lavoratori e lavoratrici.
Abbiamo creato il gruppo che si chiamava “Foodora rimborso danni”, che si basava sul cercare di ottenere
qualche rimborso per quanto riguardava la manutenzione delle bici, è da lì che poi è sfociato tutto. La protesta poi da lì è cresciuta piano piano ed è arrivata a questi livelli. La nostra forza secondo me è stata quella
di aver fatto gruppo perché bene o male eravamo fermamente convinti di voler ottenere un cambiamento,
di voler fare il cambiamento. Ed è questo che secondo me ci ha permesso di andare al di fuori dell’amicizia
virtuale [E_25].

Sono diverse le strategie che consentono a lavoratori e lavoratrici di utilizzare a proprio vantaggio gli
stessi strumenti tecnologici usati dall’azienda. In mancanza di mezzi di comunicazione ufficiali – i
responsabili non utilizzavano né email, né lettere cartacee – i rider hanno ad esempio rapidamente
imparato a conservare gli screenshot delle conversazioni, al fine di tutelarsi:
Io ho fatto una bella raccolta di screenshot, ho conservato tutto [E_25].

Un gruppo di lavoratori ha attualmente intrapreso una causa legale contro l’azienda per violazione
della privacy, in quanto fornire comunicazioni a singoli lavoratori per mezzo della chat collettiva era
la prassi.
I lavoratori, inoltre, contestano all’azienda la costante geolocalizzazione a cui sono sottoposti e il fatto
di dover usare il proprio cellulare personale per lavorare. A causa di ciò, ad esempio, hanno dovuto
non solo scaricare l’applicazione, ma anche fornire i propri dati personali ai ristoranti associati al
servizio e ai clienti che effettuano gli ordini di consegna a domicilio.
L’utilizzo della chat aziendale, in cui i messaggi vengono recapitati a tutti i membri della chat, a prescindere che siano o meno i diretti interessati del contenuto del messaggio, ha fatto sì che il gruppo
di WhatsApp diventasse un luogo di espressione dei malesseri dei lavoratori, una sorta di strumento
virtuale per “lavare i panni sporchi in pubblica piazza”.
Quando c’era la chat ufficiale sono venute fuori delle dinamiche spiacevoli per cui, visto che non c’era
un’azienda fisica o dei momenti fisici dove potersi incontrare, noi rider con i superiori... a un certo punto ha
cominciato a diventare una sorta di piazza, dove poter esprimere i propri malcontenti o le proprie obiezioni
su determinate scelte e determinate dinamiche […] Era l’unico momento in cui diciamo poterci parlare
collettivamente e virtualmente. Lì potevi parlare con l’ultimo stronzo in ufficio fino al general manager di
Foodora Italia [H_27].

Emerge la centralità della riterritorializzazione nella connettività digitale, dell’aspetto relazionale e di
come si configurano le dinamiche di alleanza e quelle di potere in un contesto lavorativo tecnologicamente mediato.
Il fatto che i lavoratori e le lavoratrici di Foodora abbiano creato un loro gruppo WhatsApp alternativo
a quello aziendale per coordinarsi e poter discutere liberamente, e senza temere ripercussioni, mostra
l’ambivalenza delle piattaforme online, così come le opportunità di azione che i soggetti possono
mettere in atto per ricavare dei margini di manovra in quello che, fino a poco tempo fa, era stato il
principale strumento aziendale di controllo.
Il caso di Foodora ci pone di fronte a un insieme di nodi rilevanti. Ci sollecita a riflettere sulle forme
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di resistenza della soggettività precaria, sulle modalità con cui tali forme possono darsi, sull’abilità
espressa dai lavoratori e dalle lavoratrici nell’utilizzo a loro vantaggio degli strumenti tecnologici atti
al controllo e sulla capacità di rovesciare di segno la connettività costituendo territori di resistenza
ridisegnati dal platform urbanism.
E la sfida che essi pongono non è a nostro avviso principalmente di tipo regolativo, ma soprattutto di
tipo interpretativo. Il tema generale delle forme di soggettivazione maturate all’interno della mobilitazione che ha visto protagonisti questi lavoratori, gli aspetti peculiari legati alla riterritorializzazione
e al neo-mutualismo, così come il focus sulla dimensione relazionale restano nodi su cui interrogarsi,
anche in altri contesti, al fine di cogliere le trasformazioni future e quelle già in atto nel mondo del
lavoro mediato da piattaforme.
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